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This manual is the product of the combined efforts of

many outstanding professionals in our field. On behalf of

all of them, we hope it is helpful as you prepare a grant

proposal for the U.S. Department of Education's Office of

Special Education Rehabilitative Services' Division of

Personnel Prepaiation.

Isaura Barrera
Dolores Battle
Ginger Blalock
Helen Besent-Byrd
Cindy Cantou-Clarke
JiMei Chang
Phil Chinn
Jozi DeLeon
Jerry Dominguez
Jim Green
Chip Harris
Sandra Holley
Charles Kokaska
Paula Lucero
Charles Lyons
LaDelle Olion
James Patton
Pamela Segel
Deborah Smith
Judy Smith-Davis
Carlene VanEtten

Lest we not forget the primary purpose of our efforts:

To improve the quality of educational services available

to children and youth with disabilities and their

families.
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Part 1 Section A

A. PURPOSE OF MANUAL

A critical shortage of personnel who can provide an

appropriate education to students with disabilities exists.

This shortage threatens the nation's ability to meet the

intent of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act.

In addition, the demographics of America is changing,

particularly the demographics of the nation's student

population. It is imperative that a more culturally and

linguistically diverse cadre of special educators and

related service personnel meet the needs of these children

and their families. It is the hope and aim of those who

are part of the Alliance 2000 community.

The intent of this manual is to help you write a

successful grant application. A proposal which requests

funds to support an educational program designed to prepare

personnel to work with children and youth with disabilities

and their families. Specifically, this manual 3hould serve

as a resource as you prepare a proposal to be submitted to

the United States Department of Education's Office of

Special Education and Rehabilitative Services' (OSERS)

Division of Personnel Preparation. This product of the

federally funded Alliance 2000 Project is a companion to a

grant writing workshop, additional technical assistance,

1



Part I Section A

and information services. Alliance 2000 Project clients

are institutions of higher education with at least 25% of

their enrollment being students from historically

underrepresented ethnic groups.

All of us who worked to prepare it wish you great

success!

2
9



Part I Section B

B. GRANT PROCESS

1. Finding The Request for Proposals

The first crucial step is to be sure you understand

the scope of the task. The essential information comes

from careful review of the Request for Proposals (RFP).

You can obtain RFPs from several sources:

o Get on mailing lists of the agencies for which you
plan to propose projects.

o Review your library's copy of the Federal
Register.

o Request assistance from a Research Office or
Research Data Base unit on your campus which might
search for certain competitions for you.

o Look for notices on SpecialNet or other electronic
mail bulletin boards. Request the RFP over the
phone.

Proposal guidelines from the Office of Special

Education and Rehabilitative Services (OSERS) are printed

in two places. First, you will find them in the Federal

Register, whenever the guidelines for the next round of

competitions are announced. Selected pages from a Federal

Register containing the guidelines (November 7, 1991) can

be found in Appendix I.B.1. Your institution's research

office, grants and contracts office, government documents

1
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Part I Section B

sections of the library, or your dean's office may receive

the Federal Register on a regular basis.

The above guideline notice contains the required

facesheet, budget forms, disclosure and assurance forms

which must be signed by the appropriate institutional

personnel, and the directions for preparation of the

proposal. The guidelines specify how many copies must be

sent, provide the mailing address, and indicate the

acceptable procedures for transmittal of the completed

proposal. If you have not previously submitted proposals,

you will probably need to request that the documents

describing the various competitions be sent to you. These

documents may be obtained from:

U.S. Department of Education
Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services
Special Education Programs
Washington, D.C., 20202

2. Reading The RFP For Critical Information

The RFPs will usually have the relevant passages from

the Federal Register that will describe the aims desired by

the federal official, the general "spirit" behind the

appropriation, and the possible scope of the project to be

funded. For example, the Register may describe the problem

that led to the competition or the types of projects likely

to receive priority ratings. It will describe the types of

2
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Part I Section B

agencies or institutions most likely to receive awards,

depending on the type of competition.

More importantly, the Federal Register regulations will

outline in detail the expected components of your proposal.

The general requirements listed include each of the

components and the types of questions to be answered in

each section, as well as the total points allotted to each.

The RFP will contain a copy of the evaluation forms to be

used by proposal readers, so that you know exactly how you

will be rated. If yoa have a co-author or an outside

"reader" and can spare even a day before printing and

mailing your proposal, ask for feedback to see if you have

addressed all components. Your department chair or a

practitioner in the field might provide valuable reactions.

You will find peer review well worth any extra time you

might need to make revisions. Be sure to tell your reader

exactly what type of feedback you want if you do not have

the time to make sweeping changes.

For instance, do you feel that the evaluation

component is the only section about which you have

concerns? Do you need more help on the management

plan? Do you need assistance to support the

specific need for the proposal?



Part I Section B

You will develop a much better proposal if you ask someone

to evaluate any parts of your it, even if the entire

proposal is not yet ready.

Steps of Review

1. Read the RFP carefully to determine which competition

most closely matches the priorities for your training

idea. Those priorities will be the guidelines which

you will follow for the development of your specific

proposal.

2. Note the due date for the specific competition which

you select. There is a clear and consistent rule of

thumb which may be applied to due dates.

The competition which you select will always have

the earliest due date, however the guidelines may

arrive near to the specified deadline.

Therefore, it is always necessary to begin the general

preparation process long before the due dates and

guidelines are in your possession.

3. Identify the exact guidelines and the number of points

assigned as values to the required components of the

proposal differ by competition. Be certain that you

follow the guidelines for the specific competition you

have selected and carefully note the value assigned to

each section of the proposal.

4
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Part I Section B

4. Determine the specific requirements required by the

awarding agency so that you do not have to scramble

for the information close to the deadline.

5. Read the RFP to determine the limit of pages for the

narrative section (often 20 pages) and keep that

number in mind while writing.

6. Record exactly where to send the proposals, note the

deadline for receipt or postmark (this varies by

agency), and determine how many copies are required.

7. Make several copies of the competition guidelines and

the budget forms. This reduces the panic which occurs

when either the guidelines or the budget forms and

other forms are temporarily misplaced. Keep a copy of

both the guidelines and the federal forms together in

a safe place.

3. Purpose Statement

Those who make it past this initial hurdle may still

find the total scope of what is.required to be a challenge,

but the first steps in developing the proposal are usually

the most difficult. This manual is intended and designed

to help you through the entire process in a step by step

progression.

5



Part I Section B

The heart of the matter is the development of the

general idea or concept for the project. The most

important global guidelines for your idea are that: (a) a

documentable need exists, (b) you can gather enough support

for your idea to convince others you should get the award,

and (c) the scope of the project is possible to do (i.e.,

with grant support, you can garner enough other support to

make it happen).

The concept or general idea you have for the proposal

forms the basis for the purpose statement. There is no

single or best way to construct a purpose statement. This

clear concise purpose statement is important because it

provides the basis for the entire proposal. The statement

frequently begins with a clearly identified need:

We need to train

There is a need for more

There is a shortag9 of

Appendix I.B.2 includes purpose statements which have been

taken from successful applications. However, a clear

concise purpose statement sets the stage for development of

all the required components of the proposal.

6 15
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Part I Section B

If there is an appropriate colleague who should be

involved with your proposal, and you feel reasonably

certain that collaborating on this project would be

mutually beneficial, ask that person to join you in

developing the proposal. Collaboration can be of

assistance in terms of ideas, workload, professional or

political connections, and overall productivity. In fact,

your proposal will carry much greater weight if it includes

collaboration across disciplines, departments, schools, and

agencies.

It is advisable to have an initial brainstorming and

planning meeting (or split them into two) with as many

potential consumers and contributors as possible.

Contributors can help write the proposal, or submit a

letter of support or intend to collaborate. Utilize the

existing relationships you have first, and then develop

relationships where new ones are needed. Your current

colleagues. may be able to help you expand the circle of

involvement or impact. This way you can be sure your

project meets all parties, needs and particularly the needs

of those who might benefit from this effort.

Remember: If you ask the questions, you have to be

prepared to do something with the answers.

7
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Part I Section B

You may not be able to respond if the need does not meet

the scope of the present competition. However, all

requests that fall reasonably within the award's intent

should be considered for inclusion in the proposal.

It is critical to stay within the spirit of the

competition. If your proposal's purpose is removed from

the essence of the RFP's priorities, then your chances of

getting funded are virtually nil, no matter how great your

completed proposal. At a different level, if your plan of

operation does not closely link with your purpose statement

and objectives, you are not likely to receive a positive

rating.

4. Specific.Priorities Met

Be sure to highlight those aspects of your proposal

which meets competitive priorities described in the

announcement.

"An application that meets one or more of these

competitive priorities is selected over applications

of comparable merit that do not meet these

priorities."

17



Part I Section B

This statement is significant. The more priorities which

can be appropriately and reasonable included as part of

your proposal, the better your chances for funding.

However, if you indicate that you plan to address specific

priorities, then your budget and plan of operation should

clearly include and support the priorities identified.

5. General Overview of Proposal Develbpment

When you have focused your concept and developed a

clear statement of where you are going (purpose), you are

ready to begin writing the proposal. The following is a

brief descr.ption of the five essential elements of a

proposal. Figure I.B.1 presents a flowchart of these five

components. The figure provides a visual reference for

developing the total proposal. Please be assured that the

details for each component are discussed later in this

manual in Part III, Writing Components (a) - (e).



Figure I.B.1

PROPOSAL COMPONENTS

CONCEPT OR IDE% (PURPOSE)

Part I Section B

(a) Impaot and Need Statement (30 pts.

(1) Significance of personnel needs
(i) Evidence of shortages or
(ii) Evidence of need to improve quality of

personnel
(2) Impact of project on targeted need

(I) Projected graduates
(Ii) Ongoing programs
(Ili) New programs

(b) Capacity of Instutition (25 pts.

(1) Qualifications of project director, key personnel

(2) Time Commitments
(3) Nondiscriminatory employment practices
(4) Adequacy of resources, facilities, supplies, equipment

(5) Quality of practicum settings
(6) Recruitment abilities
(7) LEA interaction, early intervention agencies
(8) Involvement with SEA, other IHE's,

other public/private agencies

(o) Plan Of Operation (25 pts.

(1. & 2) Design and management
(3) Relationship of objectives to purpose

(4) Resources personnel allocation
(5) Competency delineation and evaluation
(6. & 7) Content and organization reflect current state

of the art

(4) Evaluation Plan (10 pts.

(1) Appropriate to project
(2) Objective, quantifiable
(3) Evaluation data and student followup data

used to modify program

(e) Budget & Cost-Effectiveness (10 pts.)

(1)4ludget adequate to support project activities
(2) Costs reasonable in relation to objectives

(3) Plans for institutionalization

10
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Part I- Section B

aPagLELLEDYN1Ints

(a) Impact On Critical Present And Projected Need: (30

Points)

This section is where you provide the documentation

that convinces your readers that your purpose (the training

need you have identified) is worthy and appropriate. You

will need to be aware of the most up-to-date research and

provide local, state, regional, and national data to

support this section.

(b) Capacity Of The Institution (25 points)

In this section you must clearly describe specifically

how your institution can support what you indicated was

needed to be done in the impact statement. You must also

document with specificity how your institution can support

all aspects of what you outline in the Plan of Operation

section.

(c) Plan Of Operation (25 Points)

Here is where you describe the entire process for

reaching the stated purpose of the proposal. One of the

evaluative criteria included under this section is "(3) How

well the objectives of the project relate to the purpose of

the program." You should describe specific objectives and

activities which ensure that the objectives will be met.

11
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Part I Section B

(d) Evaluation Plan (20 Points)

The evaluation plan must allow you to determine if you

reached the project goals and the quality of attainment of

your goals. The evaluation plan should also indicate how

evaluative information will be gathered and how it will be

used to modify program content or structure.

(e) Budget And Cost Effectiveness (10 Points)

This portion of the proposal is developed in

conjunction with the information presented on the budget

worksheets and the budget justification section. The panel

evaluating your proposal will look carefully at project

objectives and activities and will consider how you have

allocated resources (both personnel and other resources

requested) to meet those objectives. It takes careful

planning in every component of the proposal to ensure that

the end result is cost effective. Part IV, Budget

Development, contains specific directions for all aspects

of budget development.

6. A-Z of Proposal Preparation

A well developed proposal requires much planning and

gathering of a variety of information. A checklist to

guide in the proposal's development is found in Part III,

Writing The Components.

12
21
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Preparation for Writina

Part I Section B

A. Data Gathering

There are a number of corollary activities that

accompany the writing. Time spent in obtaining

documentation ensures a quality proposal. The following

narrative provides a brief description of the variety of

data which is crucial to a successful application.

1. Institutional procgsg_asproval and timelines.

Begin by identifying the institutional process for approval

of a proposal to be submitted to a federal agency. You

will also need to determine if the office(s) which will

provide approvals require a draft copy of the complete

proposal, or if an outline and an abstract, along with the

budget, is satisfactory.

2. Timelines. Once you have established the

appropriate offices from which to obtain the required

approvals and identified individuals within the offices,

you need to establish a timeline to meet the deadlines.

You will also need to establish timelines which ensure that

adequate time is provided for word processing and copying

of your completed proposal.

13 22



Part I Section B

B. Needs assessment

Your proposal will be much stronger if you include a

needs assessment or survey, which you use to accompany your

arguments for the need you propose to meet. Sample surveys

can be found in Part III, but consider such items as:

1. Assessment/Survey Developed

2. Assessment Mailed

3. Follow up to Mailing

4. Needs Survey Data Compiled for Use in Proposal

C. Input of groups to be impacted by proposed

training

The input of various consumer or constituent groups is

very helpful in writing your proposal. For example, a

meeting with key public school personnel who are working

daily with the target population for the proposal can be

helpful to identify training needs. Other community

agencies and organizations involved in serving the same

population may be a.,d to provide specific types of input

or information which will strengthen your proposal. Obtain

information and provide documentation which verifies that

no other Institutions of Higher Learning (IHE) in your

state (or in your geographic region) provides any training

in the area you propose. Provide a record of suggestions

and input made by the groups and identify the types and



Part I Section B

numbers of participants involved. Consider such items as:

1. Meeting Date Set

2. Meeting Held

3. Minutes of Input

4. Information Organized for Use in Proposal

D. Letters of support

Request letters of support from the individuals and

groups who participated in the meetings you convened to

obtain input, as well as from those individuals or groups

who participated in your needs assessment. You should

provide the individuals with an abstract of your project to

enable them to write a letter which specifically supports

what you propose to accomplish if you are funded. It is

also helpful if the individuals also note their

participation (or that of agency or organization) in the

planning sessions. Consider such items as:

1. Contact individuals and agencies for support,

2. File in separate folder as returned, and

3. Make copies for appendix.

15
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Part I Section B

E. Numerical support data

Numbers are important. You will need to gather data

(local, state and national) to support your proposal. Such

data may be incidence or prevalence data which affirms the

numbers of students in the population which you plan to

serve. Or, it may be teacher vacancies, teacher attrition

data, or the number of teachers on waivers which supports

your contention for the need to increase the number of

professionals in a specific area. Your State Education

Department, Health and Environment Department, local

college or university data bank, and a variety of other

state and community agencies and organizations are

potential sources of such support data. If such data are

not readily available, then the needs assessment or survey

noted earlier might be most helpful. Other information in

this manual provides sources which provide a variety of

information which is helpful in supporting national need in

a variety of areas. Consider such items as:

1. Local Data,

2. State Data, and

3. National Data.

16



Part I Section B

P. Literature review

You will need to provide a concise, but thorough,

review of literaturct pertinent to your proposal. This

information complements the numerical need data you present

and tells your reader you are knowledgeable about the area

in which you are proposing training.

G. Vitae development

Provide a one or two page vita for etch key member of

the project. If you are proposing the funding of a Project

Assistant, then you might want to include a vita of a

potential graduate student for this position, which shows

the quality of students available for such a position.

Tailor the short vitae to highlight the person's

experiences, background, publications, special skills and

abilities which relate specifically to the proposed

training.

H. Agreement letters

You should include a written agreement signed by all

parties who are involved in a collaborative training

effort. The various parties to such agreements should also

provide support letters for your proposed project.

17 .26



Part I Section B

I. Institutional capacity

You must provide information which supports the

capacity of your institution to meet the purpose and

objectives of your proposal. You need to provide a

description of the special features of your institution

which will provide specific support to your proposal. This

may include a description of your general library, any

special libraries, computer labs or other technological

capabilities, audio-visual capabilities, practicum sites,

or any other special resources unique to your setting and

supportive of your proposal.

a. Budget development

The following are some specific items of information

which you must gather if you plan to request support:

1. Overall Budget Categories

2. Travel Policies & Regulations

3. In-state Travel

4. Out of State Travel

5. Per diem

6. Lodging Regulations

7. Key personnel Salaries

8. Clerical Salaries

9. Graduate Assistant Regulations

10. Tuition (Credit hour costs)

18
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Part I Section B

11. Stipend Regulations

12. Fringe Benefit Rates

13. Special Project Needs.

K. Budget

The following are specific forms which will need

information and signatures. These are discussed in Parts

III, IV, and V of this manual:

1. Budget Detail

2. Budget Justification

3. Federal Budget Forms

4. Contributed Budget

5. Face Sheet

6. Assurances & Disclosure Forms.

ErsILLIg_tL.e_lorop11111

L Proposal Components

Your writing efforts will be directed toward five

major categories. They are identified below and in Figure

I.B.1. Part III is devoted to these five components:

1. Impact Statement

2. Capacity

3. Plan of Operation

4. Evaluation Plan

5. Budget & Cost Effectiveness.

19



Part I Section B

M. Wordprocessing, editing, revisions

Editing, rewriting, and wordprocessing will be ongoing

throughout the proposal writing stage. You will need to

identify individuals who will be responsible for the

various steps and be sure that resources are allocated to

ensure you will meet the proposal deadline.

Double-spaced documents are expected for easier

reading. In addition, larger typeface, boldface headings,

underlining of headings or key terms, and plenty of white

space provide a finished document which is easier to read.

Easier reading makes for greater comfort levels on the part

of reviewers and, thus should be an important consideration

in the preparation of the document. However, the space

limit sometimes makes it difficult to say everything in 20

double-spaced pages. Change the typeface to a smaller

print with more characters per line and place support data

in your appendices. Do your best to be as concise as

possible, so that you can stay within the prescribed limits

(if stated). Be sure to review the RFP for other

guidelines related to the physical presentation of the

proposal.

20 2 9
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Part I Section B

N. Preparing graphics

Attractive graphics carry impact. Call upon your

college's or division's experts to assist you to develop

the graphics you need for charts, figures, tables, graphs,

or other visual messages. Become skilled yourself at

generating impressive graphic aids so that you can quickly

communicate the message you need to convey.

You can strengthen narrative and shorten it by

providing figures, charts, and tables which provide a

visual reference for your readers. There are many computer

software programs available which are designed to produce

excellent graphics (samples can be found in Part II of this

manual). It truly is to your advantage to take the time to

summarize information in chart form where appropriate. If

figures or tables do not work for the need or plan you are

conveying, you may have supporting paperwork (reports,

numbers, instruments, meeting minutes) that shouLd be

either:

1. excerpted within the narrative, or

2. referred to in the narrative and included in an

appendix.

2 1
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Part I Section B

0. Appendices

You should compile your appendices as you develop your

proposal. Appended material should clearly support

information in the narrative. Prepare a separate file

folder for each appendix and insert material you have taken

from other sources or specific information you have

developed to support your proposal.

P. Order Headings

As you check your finished product for accuracy, be

sure the headings and subheadings fall into a consistent

hierarchy of order, as illustrated below.

III. MAJOR HEADING

(A) SIDE HEADING

(1) Subheading

(i) Minor Subheading

Also, check to ensure that the headings and subheadings are

correct and complete for they become the table of contents.

22
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Part I Section B

Q. Table of Contents

When you have almost completed your proposal, you

should develop your table of contents. Turn to the first

page (or monitor screen) of your proposal. On a blank

sheet of paper entitled "Table of Contents," write down in

order each of the headings, subheadings, and appendices

found throughout your proposal (see Appendix I.13.2). As

you write them, mirror the way they appear in the proposal.

For instance, if headings are capitalized and boldfaced,

leave them that way in your Table of Contents. Viewing the

listing in the table of contents can help you identity any

inappropriate headings or lack of parallel subheadings.

Under the heading of "Appendices," indent to list each

letter (e.g., "C") and then the title of each appendix

(e.g., "Vitae of Key Project Staff"). You should also

include separate listings of any tables, charts, or

figures. Finally, make sure that the numbers provided in

the Table of Contents correspond to the page numbers in the

narrative.

R. Abstract

You must include a one page abstract of your proposal.

Include statements about the need for the project, the

objectives of your project, the proposed plan of operation,

and inform the reader of the project's significance or

23
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Part I Section B

intended outcomes. Examples of abstracts are included in

Appendix I.B.3.

Post-Pro osal Writinc Tasks

S. Getting University Approvals

Most colleges and universities have developed

standardized "proposal routing sheets." These often

require you to detail your proposed budget again, list

faculty who will work on the project if it is funded, show

all university contributions, and obtain sign offs from

various administrators (chairperson, dean, provost). These

signatures indicate approval of the proposal, including the

budget, to the person who has the authority to sign the

federal forms.

T. Institutional sign-off

Now it is time to get signatures on the face page and

all other assurance and disclosure forms included with the

grant application package. Often it is helpful to the

official who needs to sign these forms to tag the pages

where signatures are required. This should avoid missing a

place for a necessary signature. Remember, these pages

with original signatures MUST be sent with your proposal.

24
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U. ';opying proposal

You will need to make the correct number of copies as

stipulated in the RFP as well as copies for your

institution, your files, and yourself.

V. Verifications

This is the time to be compulsive. Check your copies

to be sure everything is included (budget forms and all

front sheets, table of contents, abstract, all components

of the proposal, appendices, etc.). It is a documentable

fact that copy machines frequently digest selected pages

or, sometimes, even complete sections. This is more likely

to happen when the proposal is copied in sections.

REMEMBER, THE ORIGINAL SIGNATURE MUST BE IN THE PACKAGE YOU

SEND TO WASHINGTON, D.C.

W. Mailing

Your copies may be sent in a well secured large

envelope or in a box secured with strapping tape. Provide

a label with the correct address (which is provided in the

back of the RFP) and be sure that the label is adequately

secured. Remember, this is the time to be compulsive.

Wait! Do you have the correct number of copies included?

SEND YOUR PACKAGE BY CERTIFIED MAIL AND REQUEST A RETURN

RECEIPT.

25
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X. Record Keeping

Place the return receipt in a file with copy of your

proposal. Place the communication which affirms receipt of

your document by OSERS in the same file.

Y. Thank you

It is likely many people helped you meet the deadline.

This is the time to show your appreciation for their extra

efforts.

Z. Waiting

Now you wait for months to find out the fate of your

application. If you were successful, you will receive a

phone call which tells you that the Department of Education

would like to make a phone appointment to negotiate your

award. If not, you will be notified by mail and should

write back requesting the reviewers' comments for your

proposal.

35
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The Federal Register

(Insert Federal Register Here)
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ABSTRACT

The special education doctoral leadership program

described in this proposal responds to two dimensions of the

need for minority special educators: (1) a quantitive

dimension that addresses the severe shortages of minority

leaders and researchers in the special education field,

especially at the IHE level; and (2) a qualitative dimension'

that focuses on the concomitant lack of culturally diverse

leadership and research paradigms that would make IHE programs

both more "user-friendly" and capable of producing graduates

competent in multi-cultural leadership and research.

The proposed program would, thus, incorporate some unique

factors into the existing special education doctoral training

program at the University of New Mexico. The monies requested

are for the development and implementation of these factors:

(1) a training component that seeks to recognize and develop

culturally diverse leadership and research factors such as the

luaistic, wheel-based teaching/learning methodologies common to

same American Indian Populations (Locust, 1988); (2) a

component that addresses self-empowerment vio-a-vis the

aftereffects of minority life experiences; (2i, active research

involvement with nationally recognized mentors and minority-

foCused research sites; and (4) peer mentoring modeled after

aspects of traditional Hispanic and American Indian cultures.

No monies are sought for support of existing training .

components; these components (e.g., existing courses and

training experiences) would, however, form a vital part of the

proposed program in order to enable students to receive

terminal degrees competitive with those of non-minority

students.

It is expected that the proposed program would impact

significantly in several ways, both locally and nationally:

(1) it would add 20-17 graduates to the currently limited

pool of minority leaders and researchers in special

education;
(2) it would impact on an estimated non-minority

graduates for the university as well, through the

integration of courses and structured interactions

between these students and program students;

(3) results of student's research, both during their

training and afterwards, would add to the limited

pool of data on culturally/linguistically sensitive
curriculum and materials; and

(4) it would produce data on effective, culturally

diverse leadership and research paradigms at the IHE

level.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



ABSTRACT

The primary purpose of this project is to develop trained bilingual/bicultural

teachers or trained monolingual/monocultural teachers, to work with young culturally and

linguistically different exceptional (CLDE) children and young limited english proficient

(LEP) children. Five project objectives have been identified to carry out the project

purpose:

L To identify, screen, and accept a minimum of 10 and a maximum of 25 trainees per

year for entrance into the training program for teachers of young (34 years)
culturally and linguistically different exceptional (CLDE) children and limited

English proficient (LEP) handicapped children. 'Both bilingual/bkultural and
monolingual/monocultural trainees will be selected.

2. To recruit and fund $ full-time and 7 part-time trainees, including both

bilingual/bicultural and monolingual/monocultural individuals who will return to the

rural areas of the state to work with young CLDE/LEP children and to recruit, train,

and fund city and area residents in an effort to meet both rural and urban personnel

needs,

3. To develop and implement au interdisciplinary training sequence which will: (I)
provide trainees with the knowledge, skills, and competencies identified as
appropriate to teachers of young CLDE children and LEP exceptional children in rural

and urban New Mexico, as well as respond to national norms and standards and state

certification requirements; (2) provide appropriate, varied, and ContinUOUS

practicum experiences that allow for meeting individual needs; (3) meet the needs of

trainees with various backgrounds and skill levels.

4. To refine existing competencies which delineate the multicultural knowledge and

skills specific to personnel preparing for careers with young CLDE/LEP children, to

integrate competencies into the overall curriculum, and to field test developed

competencies.

5. To develop training packages to be utilized in coursework in core classes, or to

serve as samples which can be checked out by teachers, which wil/ assist teachers in

meeting the needs of young CL.DE children and LEP exceptional children who may

present unusual needs in terms of their bilingual/bicultural background, and
accompanying physical, medical, or chronic health problems.

The Project Activities/Timeline Chart identifies major project activities and clearly

assigns task and evaluation responsibility to individual project staff members. A
comprehensive evaluation plan (narrative) and specific evaluation questions (Appendix V)

have been developed to ensure appropriate project evaluation.
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II

Preparation

A. Long Range

1. Proposal Development Checklist

2. Building a Support System

3. Building a Generic Data Bank

B. Short Range

1. Brainstorming

2. Identifying Principal Investigator/Team

3. Graphics

4. Specific Budgeting

5. Identifying Resources

Appendix

II.B.1 Sample Graphics and Timeline/Activities Charts



/. PROPOSAL DEVELOPMENT CHECKLIST

COMPLETE
(A) DATA GATHERING

STEP
PERSON

RESPONSIBLE COMMENTS

1. Institutional Approval
Process Identified

2. Timelines Established

3. Budget, Disclosures,
Assurances

4. Word Processing

5. Copying

(B) NEEDS ASSESSMENT

1. Assessment/Survey
Developed

2. Assessment Mailed

3. Follow up to Mailing

4. Needs Data Complied
for Use in Proposal

(C) INPUT OF GROUPS

1. Meeting Date Set

2. Meeting Held

3. Minutes of Input

4. Information Organized
for Use in Proposal

(D) LETTERS OF SUPPORT

28
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COMPLETE
DATA GATHERING

STEP
PERSON

RESPONSIBLE COMMENTS

1. Contact Individuals, and
Agencies for Support

II2. File in Separate Folder
as Returned

3. Make Copies for Appendix

(E) NUMERICAL SUPPORT DATA

1. Local Data

2. State Data

3. National Data

(F) LITERATURE REVIEW

(G) VITAE DEVELOPMENT

(H) AGREEMENT LETTERS

(I) INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY
DESCRIPTIONS

(J) BUDGET DEVELOPMENT

1. Overall Budget
Categories

2. Travel Policies &
Regulations

3. In-state Travel

4. Out-of-State Travel

5. Per diem



1

COMPLETE
DATA GATHERING

STEP
PERSON -

RESPONSIBLE COMMENTS

6. Lodging Regulations

7. Key Personnel Salaries

8. Clerical Salaries

9. Graduate Assistant
Regulations

10. Tuition
(credit hour costs)

11. Stipend Regulations

12. Fringe Benefit Rates

13. Special Project Needs

(K) BUDGET

1. Budget Detail

2. Budget Justification

3. Federal Budget Forms

4. Contributed Budget

5. Facesheet

6. Assurances & Disclosure
Forms
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COMPLETE (L) PROPOSAL WRITING
-PERSON

RESPONSIBLE COMMENTS
II

II

. Components of Proposal

i. Impact Statement

Capacity
II

i .

iii. Plan of Operation
II

iv. Evaluation Plan
11

v. Budget and Cost
Effectiveness II

. Word Processing, Editing
and Revisions

I

. Preparing Graphics II

. Appendices II

. Table of Contents

. Abstract

3 1
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COMPLETE (M) POST-PROPOSAL WRITING
PERSON

RESPONSIBLE COMMENTS

. Institutional Signoffs

. Duplication of Proposal

. Verifications

. Mailing

. Record Keeping

. Thank Yous

. Waiting
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Part II Section A

2. Building a Support System

A. Institutional

Institutignal_process approval and timelines. Begin

by identifying the process for institutional approval of a

proposal to be submitted to a federal agency. You will

also need to determine if the office(s) which will provide

approvals will require a draft copy of the complete

proposal, or if an outline and an abstract, along with the

budget, will be satisfactory.

Letters of support. Request letters of support from

the individuals who participated and groups which were

represented in the meetings you convened to obtain input,

as well as from those individuals or groups who

participated in your needs assessment. You should provide

these individuals with an abstract of your project, so they

are able to write letters which specifically support what

you propose to accomplish. It is also helpful if the

individuals also note their participation (or that of their

agency or organization) in your planning sessions or in

your needs assessment.

33
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B. LEA/SEA

The input of various consumer or constituent groups will be

helpful in writing your proposal. For example, a meeting

with key public school personnel who are working daily with

the target population can provide you with related data on

the needs of children. Other community agencies and

organizations involved in serving the same population may

be asked to provide specific tynes of input or information

which will strengthen your proposal. Obtain information

and provide documentation which verifies that no other

Institution of Higher Education (IHE) in your state (or in

your geographic region) provides any training in the area

you propose. Keep a record of the suggestions and input

you received. Be sure to identify the groups, the types,

and the numbers of participants, so this information may be

incorporated into your proposal.

Numerical support data. Numbers are important. You

will need to gather data (local, state, and national) to

support your proposal. Such data may be incidence or

prevalence data which affirms the numbers of students in

the population which you plan to serve. Or, it may be

teacher vacancies, teacher attrition data, or the number of

teachers on waivers which support your contention for the

3 4
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need to increase the number of professionals in a specific

area. Your State Education Department, your Health and

Environment Department, your local college or university's

data bank, and a variety of other state and community

agencies and organizations are potential sources of such

support data. If such data are not readily available, then

the needs assessment or survey noted earlier will be most

valuable. Other information in this document and available

from the Alliance Clearinghouse provides some national

sources of information which might be helpful in supporting

national need in a variety of areas.

Cooperation with the State Education Agency, Other

IHEs, and Other Public and Private Agencies. Some of this

information may have been provided under the Plan of

Operation or Adequacy of Resources. Regardless, it is

important to add information here that documents your

agency's and your individual collaborations with pertinent

groups such as:

State Department of Education;

State-designated lead agency under Part H of IDEA if

appropriate;

Other institutions of higher education (IHEs) such as

community colleges and universities; and,

Other public or private agencieA linked to your

targeted need.

35
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In particular, how have you worked jointly with them in the

past, or how are you working together now, to identify

personnel, training, and other needs in your region? Be

sure to include parent groups and consumer organizations as

appropriate. List the exact role of you or your agency

when cooperating with any of the other entities. How often

do you work together and what form do those efforts take?

How will grant support lead to greater collaboration? How

will these collaborative efforts contribute to the

long-term impact of your project after external funding is

gone?

3 6
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3. Building a Generic Data Bank

A. Literature Review

Literature review. You will need to provide a

concise, but thorough, review of literature pertinent to

your proposal. This information complements the numerical

need data you present and tells your reader you are

knowledgeable about the area in which you are proposing

training.
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B. Need

(a) IMPACT ON CRITICAL PRESENT AND PROJECTED NEED (30

points)

(1) Significance of the Personnel Needs

You have two suggested types of evidence to delineate

in this section. If your aim is to increase numbers of

trained personnel, then you need evidence of critical

shortages. If your purpose is to improve the competencies

of existing personnel, then you need evidence to show such

competencies are lacking.

(i) Evidence of critical shortages of personnel

A crucial component of your proposal must address the

needs that exist in your service area. This is necessary

in order to convince the readers of your proposal that your

institution, region, or state should receive the award.

Many writers have found it useful to divide this section

into national and local (including state) needs so that

data from both levels can demonstrate the need for the

project.

General needs. At the national level, your "General

Needs" section will draw upon findings that relate closely

to the area in which you are planning, such as training for

38
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ancillary staff or family interventions. You should draw

from a variety of resources to get thorough descriptions of

general need for your proposed efforts.

Experienced grant writers often draw upon recently

developed materials for a ready source of data.

Convincing data can be found at four possible sources:

1. The Alliance 2000 Project East and West Offices

have staff who are working on developing general

needs statements in major areas of concern.

2. Existing government, organizations, and agencies

data bases, such as the Department of Education's

Annual Report to Congress which contains a wealth

of information about students, their characteris-

tics, reasons for leaving school, and projected

needs in the future.

3. The ERIC Clearinghouse and the National Information

Clearinghouse for Handicapped Youth (NICHY) possess

valuable data.

4. The current literature that is closely related to

your topic can be located by students and graduate

assistants and will provide a solid foundation for

your proposal.
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The following are examples of the kinds of data that

are most critical and appropriate.

1. Numbers of vacancies in the profession you have

targeted.

2. Numbers of noncertified personnel on waivers.

3. Numbers of students or adults in the target

categories so you can project present and future

needs.

4. Numbers of teachers serving those groups and their

"match" to their constituents.

5. Numbers of paraprofessionals or vacancies.

6. Breakdown of students/adults by demographic

categories (ethnicity, gender, age, severity level,

or special needs).

7. Projected needs in the future.

8. Outcomes data from follow-up studies.

9. Any other specific traits or needs pertinent to

your proposal.

Priorities in relevant organizations (such as .the

Council for Exeptional Children, National Association for

Bilingual Education, American Speech and Hearing

Association, parentsorganizations) or agencies (such as the

State Department of Education, Human Services, the

Commission on Higher Education) that relate to your

project's purpose.

40 60
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NOTE: A directory of relevant agencies and

organizatons at the national level is soon available

from the Alliance 2000 Project staff.

Specific needs. There are many sources of data

typically at the state level. They would be:

1. State Department of Education Evaluation Unit (or

its equivalent);

2. Developmental Disabilities Bureau or Planning

Council;

3. State Association for Retarded

Citizens/Developmental Disabilities;

4. Governor's Committee on Concerns of People with

Disabilities;

5. Other representative agencies (e.g., Department of

Labor, Department of Health and Environment,

Division of Vocational Rehabilitation);

6. Organizations such as the Council for Exceptional

Children, National Association for Young Children,

or Council for Learning Disabilities; and

7. State committee for Comprehensive System of

Personnel Development (CSPD).
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At the local level, school districts' data management

units may be helpful. Check with parent organizations

and community agencies related to your project as

well.

A common, but important source, of specific needs data

is a statewide, or local, needs assessment. A needs

assessment or survey does not need to be highly

sophisticated, complicated, or lengthy. It should,

however, provide information to directly support your case

for a critical present or projected need. Such a survey

provides one of the best means by which to ensure

comprehensive and representative input.

In addition, conducting a regional or statewide survey

carries a great deal of weight with readers.
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Mailing the surveys with stamped, pre-addressed return

envelopes, and then following up with postcards as

reminders, or phoning nonrespondents has proven

successful in some instances. One parent organization

serving rural citizens obtained best results by

mailing the form with a note first and then calling a

week later (where possible) to actually collect the

data over the phone. One district decided they would

do best by dividing up the forms among a team and

making office, school, or home visits to personally

gather the information.

(ii) Evidence showing significant need for

improvement in quality of personnel

If improving competencies of personnel is your aim,

you will need to compare the actual skills held by

personnel in the targeted specialty or geographic area to

the desired or needed skills. This comparison may be

accomplished in a number of ways. Review section (i) above

to get ideas about how to document both the general need

(the national picture) as well as the specific need at your

local or state level. Many of the agencies and

organizations listed previously may have information about

the lack of competencies among existing personnel.
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A survey would provide the most quantitative support

for the need to improve skills of personnel. A sample

Competency Survey is presented in Figure III.a.l. Three

responses are presented for the specific types of skills of

the target group. Three response columns parallel the

list. The first column (A) is to rate current skill levels

(as with a Likert 0-4 scale), and the second (B) is to rate

desired skill levels. Subtract (B) from (A). The final

column (C) is to document the discrepancy, if any, for each

skill. Distribute the survey to numerous members of the

pertinent groups affected by the lack of competencies such

as consumers, parents, staff, and administrators.
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Figure III.a.1.

SAMPLE COMPETENCY SURVEY SEGMENT

Please rate yourself (or your employees) on each
competency listed below, as follows:

Column A is for current skill level
Column B is for ideal skill level
Column C is for discrepancy between the two

Each rating scale ranges from 0 (skill is totally
absent) to 4 (outstanding level of accomplishment).

CIRCLE THE LEVEL THAT BEST REPRESENTS YOUR (OR YOUR
EMPLOYEES') LEVEL OF SKILL IN COLUMN A, THEN CIRCLE
THE LEVEL THAT YOU (OR THEY) SHOULD HAVE IN COLUMN B.

Category & Specific Column.A Column B Column C
mpetencies Current Ideal

3. BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT
3a. Primarily uses positive

behavior management
techniques with all
students. 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 -2

3b. Applies variety of
management strategies
depending on individual
students' situations. 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 -3

45
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.

(2) Impact of Project on Targeted Need

(i) Projected number of graduates

One of the ways to demonstrate the possible impact of

the project on the targeted need is by projecting the

number of graduates of your program who will have the

necessary competencies and certification to affect the

need. Based on your budgeted tuition and other-support,

answer the following questions:

A. How many persons can you recruit?

B. Are there enough unemployed or underemployed

individuals in your service area who might be

seriously interested in being trained in this

field?

C. What about parents or educational assistants as a

recruitment source? Is there a ready pool of

potential recruits who might want to pursue your

.training program?

D. Did you make important contacts during your needs

assessment of who can help with the recruitment

process?
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Your projected number of graduates should be as high

as you believe is achievable given present resources

and those requested, so that you can show serious

potential impact on the targeted need. Be sure that

the number is reasonable and possible to accomplish.

(ii) For ongoing programs, numbers of previous

graduates

If you have already been doing training in the

targeted area, do the number of previous graduates show a

trend that supports your projected numbers? Where and in

what kind of positions are the graduates currently employed

and how are they contributing to the targeted need?

(iii) For new programs, program features' tie to

needs

Your evidence of potential impact should be delineated

by the specific features of your proposed project if you

are developing a totally new training program. Translating

this into action means you will need to describe how

closely project activities will affect the lives of the

target population. How closely will project activities

have an affect on the needs identified by your state's CSPD

priorities, or any other pertinent organization's

priorities? How are students with disabilities going to be

affected?

47
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Part II Section.A

It is appropriate to state what yL ,elieve will

happen regarding the importance of the project and the

benefits it will generate, but you should tie your

statement to realities. Go back through your needs

assessment findings, if applicable, and explain how the

components of your project will influence those identified

needs. Be specific. For example, is it possible to tie

local or state administrators into providing either

informal feedback or formal evaluation of your project?

That might be one way to show the relationship of your

project to employers' priorities and students' needs.

Your next task is to outline your plan to help your

'D.-gram graduates locate jobs in the targeted specialty or

geographic area. Links to your Career Placement Office

should be stated here, perhaps accompanied by a letter of

support or a description of services which you can include

in an appendix of your application.

This is a good place to refer to your letters of

support if they mention the project's possible impact,

employment opportunities, or other relevant items.
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A final way to document potential impact is to outline

the ways your project will insure that participants will

indeed gain the competencies needed to impact the targeted

need. Briefly summarize your monitoring and evaluation

strategies and other means by which your project will

graduate well-trained individuals. Much of this can be

accomplished by referring to support material which you

place in the application's appendices, such as competency

matrices, measurement procedures, and evaluation tools.

4 9
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C. Budget

Budget development. There are some pieces of

information which should be gathered before you begin

writing, or you will find yourself scrambling for

information at the last minute. Though the Budget

Development Document treats this information in depth, the

following are some specific items of information which you

must gather if You plan to request support:

1. Travel policies and guidelines (in-state and out

of state),

2. Mileage rate,

3. Per diem,

4. Lodging policies,

5. Key personnel salaries (contract salary and number

of days),

6. Clerical salaries,

7. Other staff and graduate assistants,

8. Tuition and stipends,

9. Fringe benefits,

10. Special needs of project (e.g., studio time,

editing).
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D. Capacity

Institutional capacity. You must provide information

which supports the capacity of your institution to meet the

purpose and objectives of your proposal. You need to

provide a description of the special features of your

institution which will provide specific support to your

proposal. This may include a description of your general

library, any special libraries, computer labs or other

technological capabilities, audio-visual capabilities,

practicum sites, or any other special resources, unique to

your setting and supportive of your proposal.
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E. Vitae

Vitae development. Provide a one or two page vitae

for all key project personnel. If you are proposing the

funding of a Project Assistant, then you might want to

include a vita of a potential graduate student for this

position, which shows the quality of students available for

such a position. Tailor the short vitae to highlight the

experiences, background, publications, and other special

skills and abilities which relate specifically to the

proposed training.
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1. Brainstorming

It is advisable to have an initial brainstorming and

planning meeting (or split them into two) with as many

potential consumers and contributors as possible (whether

they help write the proposal or simply submit a letter of

support or intent to collaborate). Tap into the existing

relationships you have first, and then develop

relationships where new ones are needed. Your current

colleagues may be able to help you expand the circle of

involvement or impact. This way you can be sure your

project meets all parties' needs as much as possible,

particularly the needs of those who might directly and

indirectly benefit from this effort. Remember: if you ask

the questions, you have to be prepared to do something with

the answers. You may not be able to respond if the need is

not in line with the scope of the present competition.

However, all requests that fall reasonably within the

award's intent should be considered for inclusion in the

proposal.
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2. Identifying Principal Investigator/Team

If there is an appropriate colleague who should be

involved with your proposal, and you feel reasonably

certain that collaborating on this project would be

mutually beneficial, ask that person to join you in

developing the proposal. You will be far better off in

terms of ideas, workload, professional or political

connections, and overall productivity. In fact, your

proposal will carry much greater weight if it is

collaborative across disciplines, departments, schools, and

agencies, than if it reflects narrow parameters.

(1) Qualifications and Accomplishments of the Project

Director and Other Key Personnel

This section should address the formal training of key

personnel. The documentation should include related

publications and professional contributions that are

pertinent to the project. It works best to have a

paragraph for each key person, starting with the Project

Director (PD). Start each paragraph with the person's name

and what their role will be (e.g., "Dr. Adam will serve as

the Materials Specialist for the proposed project"). The

remainder of the items for each person might include:
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1. Amount of time projected for project activities,

both grant-supported and contributed by your

institution.

2. College degrees, or specific emphases or

coursework related to the target need.

3. Professional development experiences, such as

workshops, focused conferences, certification

training related to proposed training.

4. Work or volunteer experiences that resulted in

particular expertise of importance to the project.

5. Research studies, case studies, or other inquiry

endeavors related to the project.

6. Reference to selected works by the person that are

related to the project.

7. Participation in key task forces, advisory boards,

or other efforts that are major contributions to

the profession or area.

8. Personnel's experience in training the targeted

group or specialty.

Finally, you should describe each person's task and

responsibilities in the project. Thus, the relationship

between the person's expertise and assigned duties will be

clear.
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If some of your project personnel are not yet

identified, such as project assistants or research

coordinators, you can describe the pool from whom these

staff will be drawn. List the minimum qualifications they

will need and their responsibilities. You may want to

refer to several vitae in an appendix (such as doctoral or

master's degree students or community professionals) who

represent willing or possible recruits for your staff

positions.

(2) Time Commitment of Each Person

How much time will each key person give to the

project? A personnel loading chart is often the best way

to visually depict each individual's commitment because it

allows readers to understand the overall workload quickly.

(Remsaber some of this time can be a college or university

contribution.) Be accurate in your FTE (full-time

equivalents) allotments.

Be sure to plan adequate time commitment on the part

of all key personnel, especially the Project Director.

A frequent criticism by readers is that the Director

is inadequately committed to the project.
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Clerical/Secretary

Describe the clerical duties which this person will

perform. Include such things as correspondence, management

of project records, management of student records, typing,

and filing. The duties should be consistent with the FTE

you have requested in the budget detail and consistent with

the work scope of the project.

Other Staff

Staff positions should include the staff members'

names and degrees. Briefly mention unique skills which the

staff member will contribute to the project. These skills

should relate directly to the goals, objectives, and work

scope of the project. Describe specifically the duties of

the staff person. For example, "Dr. John Buck has 11 years

experience testing and designing programs for students with

severe or profound disabilities. He will be responsible

for teaching courses in assessment of students with

multiple disabilities. In addition, Dr. Buck will consult

with the project staff on designing programs for students

with severe or profound disabilities." Again, specify the

amount of time each staff member will commit and when the

work will be done (summer, fall, spring). A sample

personnel loading chart (and directions for its

construction) can be found in Part III, Section B, p.4.
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(3) Nondiscriminatory Employment Practices

Your proposal must reflect how you, as a part of your

institution's nondiscriminatory employment practices, will

ensure that project personnel are hired without regard to

ethnicity/race, national origin, gender, age, or

disability.



Part II Section B

3. Graphics

Preparing graphics. Attractive graphics carry impact

as well. Call upon your college's or division's experts in

assisting you to develop the graphics you need for charts,

figures, tables, graphs, or other visual messages. Better

yet, become skilled yourself at generating impressive

graphic aids so that you can quickly communicate the

message you need to convey. However, do not decide to

develop this skill while you are attempting to develop your

proposal!

You can strengthen narrative and shorten narrative by

providing figures, charts, and tables which provide a

visual reference for your readers. The appendix at the end

of this section contains examples of such graphics. There

are many software programs available which are capable of

allowing you to produce excellent graphics. It truly is to

your advantage to take the time to summarize information in

chart form where appropriate. If figures or tables do not

work for the need or plan you are conveying, you may have

supporting paperwork (reports, numbers, instruments,

meeting minutes) that should be either:

-- excerpted within the narrative, or

-- referred to in the narrative and included in the

appendix.



Part II Section B

Once the objectives are clearly stated, the next step

is a description of the process by which the requested

financial support (personnel, materials, and other

resources) will be distributed to meet the various

objectives. This can be done efficiently by developing a

chart which delineates the project objectives and notes

timelines, activities, and how you will allocate resources

(please see Appendix II.B.1 for samples).

Such a visual is useful for at least four reasons.

First, it is very helpful in guiding overall proposal

development, including the budget allocations process.

During the initial development stage the chart serves as a

management tool for identifying the financial resources

required to support the specified project objectives and

activities.

Second, when the proposal is submitted, this chart

provides support for how you chose to distribute the

requested funds. It should be referenced throughout your

narrative, as appropriate. The budget figures, the budget

justification narrative, and the Project

Objectives\Timelines\Activities\Resource Allocations Chart

should all be in agreement.
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Third, such a chart also serves as a highly effective

visual reference for supporting project narrative in the

Plan of Operation Section. The project narrative for this

section can be more concise, because so much specificity

can be provided in this one chart. In fact, this one chart

may be referred to as supporting information in several

sections of the proposal.

Finally, the inclusion of such a chart makes it much

easier to write a strong evaluation section, because the

tasks to be evaluated and the allocation of resources are

clearly identified. It is difficult to develop a good

evaluation component if it is impossible to determine what

should be evaluated.



Part II Section B

4. Specific Budgeting

A. Budget Detail

When you have gathered.the information essential to

developing your budget and have decided how to allocate the

total dollars you plan to request, you are ready to begin

the development of your budget detail. The BUDGET

DEVELOPMENT DOCUMENT (Part IV) contains a worksheet that

might assist you in developing your budget. When you

respond to an RFP, the average range of awards for specific

competitions are provided. Most proposal writers use these

estimated figures to guide the overall budget development.

Figure II.b.1 contains an example of a Budget Detail as it

would be prepared to accompany a proposal.

Some proposal writers include no specific section for

this heading or these two subheadings; they tend to believe

that the budget detail and budget justification sections

address this topic adequately. However, it is quite easy

to include this heading, as well as the subheadings, and

provide the reader with a summary paragraph which points

out that the budget detail and budget justification clearly

support the overall project goal and the specific

objectives of the project. Refer the readers once more to

the Chart which includes all information on objectives,
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Part II Section B

activities, timelines, and resource allocations. You might

provide a summary statement of how much of the budget

provides support to students (if you have requested a great

deal of support in this area), or a statement which

highlights some other feature of your proposal. If your

institution or another agency has made noteworthy in-kind

contributions, this would be an appropriate place to

highlight such contributions.

The proposal must include long-range plans which

indicate how the proposed program will function when

federal funds are no longer provided. This ensures that

programs initiated with outside support will continue

beyond the final funding date of a specific award.

Provision of such a plan should not be overlooked in the

development of the total proposal.

If your institution has a history of beginning

programs with federal dollars and then continuing such

programs after termination of federal funds, such

documentation is helpful when you are requesting support

for a new program.
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A fourth procedure is to outline a specific plan which

will be implemented when the programs begins. Such a plan

would include specific information that would indicate how

local education agencies, other colleges and universities

in the area or region, and the State Education Agency or

other agencies or organizations will be working together to

ensure continuance of the program when federal dollars are

no longer available. Such a plan could be strengthened if

the proposal contains support letters or letters of

agreements from individuals who represent a variety of

agencies and organizations.
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BUDGET DETAIL

FIGURE II.B.1

PERSONNEL SALARIES & BENEFITS

Project Director
.20 FTE X $54,000
10 Summer Research Days X
$54,000/195 DAYS

Project Assistant
$8,000

Secretary
.50 x $17,500

Part time instruction
3 courses x $2,250

TOTAL SALARIES

*Fringe Benefits @22% of Salaries
Workmens Compensation
Insurance
Fica
Retirement
Other Benefits

TRAVEL

Part II Section B

ITEM CATEGORY
COSTS TOTALS

$10,800

$ 2,769

$ 8,000

$ 8,750

$ 6,750

$37,069

$ 8,155

TOTAL FRINGE BENEFITS $ 8,155
TOTAL SAWRIES & BENEFITS $45,224

1 trip to CEC in Washington, DC
for Project Director

Airplane Fare - Round Trip
Per Diem 4 days x $50 per day
Lodging 3 days x $120 per day
Ground travel and transfers

TOTAL TRAVEL

$880
$200
$360
$ 50

$ 1,490

* Negotiated univesity rate for both faculty and staff.
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apppLus

Office supplies
$40 per month x 12 months

Instructional Supplies
$60 per month x 12 months

Instructor Supplies
$50 per month x 12 months

Video tape
20 cassettes x $4.20

Part II Section B

$ 480

$ 720

$ 600

84

TOTAL SUPPLIES $1,884

CONTRACTUAL

Consultants
$250 per day x 3 days $ 750
Per Diem 4 days x $30 per day $ 120
Lodging 3 days x $100 per day $ 300
Airplane Fare

$650 per round trip $ 650

TOTAL CONTRACTUAL $1,820

OTHER

Telephone
Long Distance Charges
$25 per month x 12 months
Phone line costs $20 per month

Student Stipends
10 students x $200 per month
x 12 months

Student Tuition
Academic Year
10 students x 12 hours
2 semesters X $85 per hour

Summer School Tu3'ion
10 students x 6 hours x $85
par hour

66

$ 300

$24,000

$20,400

$ 5,100
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Project Assistant
Academic year
12 hours x 2 semesters x $85
per hour

Project Assistant
.Summer school
6 hours x $85 per hour

Part II Section B

$ 2,040

$ 510

Copying
$45 per month x 12 months $ 540

Film Rental
1 day x $70/day 70
1 day x $130 $ 130

Recruitment
Flyers & Borchure $ 400
Newspaper ads
Campus paper - 2 ads x $40 each $ 80
Local Daily 2 ads x $55 $ 110

TOTAL OTHER $53,680

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS $104,098

INDIRECT COSTS
Total direct Costs x 8% $8,328

TOTAL CHARGES $112,426
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5. Identifying Resources

(4) Adequacy of Resources, Facilities, Supplies, and

Equipment

This section requires specific facts about the

physical support that your agency, and any participating

agencies, plan to commit to the project. Describe the

types of facilities (eg., offices, classrooms, computer

labs) and equipment (eg., microcomputers, file cabinets,

audiovisual) that will be provided and where they are

located. Outline which project staff will use which

equipment and facilities. It is important to specifically

define how these facilities and equipment will support

project objectives and activities.

A description of the resource materials to which

project staff will have access should be included. Are

there print, software, or audiovisual collections available

and where are they? Include a description of available

telecommunications .such as electronic mail systems for

information gathering and dissemination and distance

education support.
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All pertinent library collections should be described.

Be sure to include the expertise and data found in other

departments at your campus or at other locations, such as

the regular education, bilingual education, counseling,

family studies, and educational administration units. For

example, these units may be a crucial source of these types

of information and materials: needs data, video and print

training materials, computerized data bases, and other such

support materials.
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Sample Graphics and Timeline/Activity Charts
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AFRICAN-AMER
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FIGURE 6a

I SUSPENDED OVER PAST TWO YEARS

severe Maladaptive Behaviors

None 1-4 5-7 8-10 More

# of Districts 22 18
,

2 0 3

One District did not respond

Q. (a) Now many students (definition A) has your school district found it

necessary to exclude for some period of time during the past two school.

years?
FIGURE 6b

RESOURCES TO Am IN RETAINING

Mere
staff

Change
facilities

C .her

II of Districts 12 6
_ A

13

Q. (b) What Would have made it possible to retain these individuals within the

school aetting.

q2)
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Special Education
Doctoral graduate Demographics

1878-1990

# of Graduates by Year

1971 - 3 1978 - 2 1985 - 2

1972 - 1 1979 - 3 1986 - 6

1973 - 2 1980 - 6 1987 - 4

1974 - 1 1981 - 7 1988 - 7

1975 - 2 1982 - 3 1989 - 5

1976 - 3 1983 - 8 1990 - 2

1977 - 7 1984 - 6

Total 80

Ethnicity and Gender

Anglo 84%
Hispanic 15%

Male 38%
Female 62%

Occupation

Retired 5% /HE

LEA 21% Faculty 30%

Consultant 8% Non Faculty 9%

Other Private 18% SEA 3%

Executive Director 3%

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Pietro 1

Project Activities/Timeline

T/A Eve( teak

Respon Reopen templet

potty* I Activities Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Now Dec Jen feb Ner Apr May bete

1. Devetcoment of Recruitment

materiels for academic yeor

programs

. Poster Dowsiopment X

b. Ormature Develoment X

C. News Release-Regicnel
X

and local

d. Organizational Newsletter X X X

I. APS Newsltter
X

f. Prepare application for X

training program

e. mall posters (General) X

h. Weil Srochem (Detailed) X

PO/JD PO/JD June

fo/cv PO/CV June

PD/CV PO/CV June

PO/CV PD/CV Sept

PO/CV PO/CV Au,

PO/JO PO/JD June

See PO/JD Juno

Sec PO/CV June

2. Identification smd Contact

of Potentia( Vraineee

a. Graduating Seniors, MEd
X

POs PO/CV

b. Sp Ed Undergrsdastes
X

PCs PO/CV

C. Nontraditional Students
X

lobs PO/CV

d. Nei( Admission Pockets AS REQUESTED

See PO/CV

BOO OOOOO
1111/1111111111101115111111116111MOVIIIIIIIVIIIMI' 11111111111B117.0111011100111114MMIS

LEGEND

7/A Reap Tesk/ActivIty Responsibility
(Individuals Responsible)

vsl Reap - Eveiustion Responsibility

Test Camp Oste Projected Teak Completion Date

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

Ongoing

PD Project Co-Director

Name

cv Name

PA Project Assietsmt

Sec Secretary

CS Content Specialist

PT Pert Time Instructor
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WRITING THE PROPOSAL

Components

(a) Impact on Critical Present & Projected Need (30)

Appendix

III.A.1 Sample Needs Assessments/Surveys

(b) Capacity of Institution (25)

(c) Plan of Operation (25)

Appendix

III.C.1 Sample Plan of Operation

(d) Evaluation Plan (10)

Appendix

III.D.1 Sample Evaluation Questons

(e) Budget & Cost Effectiveness (10)
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Component (a)

IMPACT ON CRITICAL PRESENT

AND PROJECTED NEED

(30 points)

(1) Significance of the Personnel Needs

(i) Evidence of critical shortages of personnel

(ii) Evidence showing significant need for

improvement in quality of personnel

(2) Impact of Project on Targeted Need

(i) Projected number of graduates

(ii) For ongoing programs, numbers of previous

graduates

(iii) For new programs, program features' tie to

needs
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Part III Section A

(a) IMPACT ON CRITICAL PRESENT AND PROJECTED NEED (30

points

(1) Significance of the Personnel Needs

You have two suggested typos of evidc.i.s to delineate

in this section. If your aim is to increase numbers of

trained personnel, then you need evidence of critical

shortages. If your purpose is to improve the competencies

of existing personnel, then you need evidence to -3how such

competencies are lacking.

(i) Evidence of critical shortages of personnel

A crucial component of your proposal must address thc

needs that exist in your service area. This is necessary

in order to convince the readers of your proposal that your

institution, region, or state should receive the award.

Many writers have found it useful to divide this section

into national and local (including state) needs so that

data from both levels can demonstrate the need for the

project.

General needs. At the national level, your "General

Needs" section will draw upon findings that relate closely

to the area in which you are planning, such as training for

ancillary staff or family interventions. You should draw

from a variety of resources to get thorough descriptions of

general need for your proposed efforts.
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Part III Section A

Experienced grant writers often draw upon recently

developed materials for a ready source of data.

Convincing data can be found in four possible sources.

1. The Alliance 2000 Project East and West Offices

Staff, who are working on developing general needs

statements in major areas of concern.

2. Existing data bases in government, organizations,

and agencies, such as the Department of Education's

Annual Report to Congress which contains a wealth

of information about students, their characteris-

tics, reasons for leaving school, and projected

needs in the future.

3. Valuable data are available through the ERIC

Clearinghouse and the National Information

Clearinghouse for Handicapped Youth (NICHY).

4. Current literature closely related to your topic

which can be located by students and graduate

assistants.
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11.rt III Section A

The following are the kinds of data that are most

critical and appropriate.

I. Numbers of vacancies in the profession you have

targeted.

2. Numbers of noncertified personnel on waivers.

3. Numbers of students or advlts in the target

categories so you can project present and future

needs.

4. Numbers of teachers serving those groups and their

"match" to their constituents.

5. Numbers of paraprofessionals or vacancies.

6. Breakdown of students/adults by demographic

categories, (ethnicity, gender, age, severity

level, or special needs).

7. Projected needs in the future.

8. Outcomes data from follow-up studies.

9. Any other specific traits or needs pertinent to

your proposal.

Priorities in relevant organizations (such as the

Council for Exeptional Children, National Association for

Bilingual Education, or parent organizations) or agencies

(such as the State Department of Education, Human Services,

or the Commission on Higher Education) that relate to your

project's purpose.
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Part III Section A

NOTE: A list of relevant agencies and organizations

at the national level is available from the Alliance

2000 Project staff.

Specific needs. There are several sources of data at

the state level. They would be:

1. State Department of Education Evaluation Unit (or

its equivalent).

2. Developmental Disabilities Bureau or Planning

Council.

3. State Association for Retarded

Citizens/Developmental Disabilities.

4. Governor's Committee on Concerns of People with

Disabilities.

5. Other representative agencies, e.g., Department of

Labor, Department of Health and Environment,

Division of Vocational Rehabilitation.

6. Organizations such as the Council for Exceptional

Children, National Association for Young Children,

or Council for Learning Disabilities.

7. State committee for comprehensive system of

Personnel Development (CSPD).
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Part III Section A

At the local level, school districts' data management

units may be helpful. Check with parent organizations

and community agencies related to your project as

well.

A common, but important source, of specific needs data

is a statewide, or local, needs assessment. A needs

assessment or survey does not need to be highly

sophisticated, complicated, or lengthy. It should,

however, provide information to directly support your case

for a critical present or projected need. Such a survey

provides one of the best means by which to ensure

comprehensive and representative input.

In addition, conducting a regional or statewide survey

carries a great deal of weight with readers.

Examples of needs assessment instruments are included in

Appendix III.A.I.
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Mailing the surveys with stamped, pre-addressed return

envelopes, and then following up with postcards as

reminders, or phoning nonrespondents has proven

successful in some instances. One parent organization

serving rural citizens obtained best results by

mailing the form with a note first and then calling a

week later (where possible) to actually collect the

data over the phone. One district decided they would

do best by dividing up the forms among a team and

making office, schocl, or home visits to personally

gather the information.

(ii) Evidence showing significant need for

improvement in quality of personnel

If improving competencies of personnel is your aim,

you will need to compare the actual skills held by

personnel in the targeted specialty or geographic area to

the desired or needed skills. This comparison may ba

accomplished in a number of ways. Review section (i) above

to get ideas about how to document both the general need

(the national picture) as well as the specific need at your

local or state level. Many of the agencies and

organizations listed previously may have information about

the lack of competencies among existing personnel.
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Part III Section A

A survey would provide the most quantitative support

for the need to impro,:e skills of personnel. A sample

Competency Survey is presented in Figure III.a.l. Three

responses are presented for the specific types of skills of

the target group. Three response columns parallel the

list. The first column (A) is to rate current skill levels

(as with a Likert 0-4 scale), and the second (B) is to rate

desired skill levels. Subtract (B) from (A). The final

column (C) is to document the discrepancy, if any, for each

skill. Distribute the survey to numerous members of the

pertinent groups affected by the lack of competencies such

as consumers, parents, staff, and administrators.



Part III Section A

Figure III.a.l.

SAMPLE COMPETENCY SURVEY SEGMENT

Please rate yourself (or your employees) on each
competency listed below, as follows:

Column A is for current skill level
Column B is for ideal skill level
Column C is for discrepancy between the two

Each rating scale ranges from 0 (skill is totally
absent) to 4 (outstanding level of accomplishment).

CIRCLE THE LEVEL THAT BEST REPRESENTS YOUR (OR YOUR
EMPLOYEES°) LEVEL OF SKILL IN COLUMN A, THEN CIRCLE
THE LEVEL THAT YOU (OR THEY) SHOULD HAVE IN COLUMN B.

Category & Specific
Com etencies

Column A Column B Column C
Current Ideal + -

3. BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT
3a. Primarily uses positive

behavior management
techniques with all
students. 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 -2

3b. Applies variety of
management strategies
depending or individual
students' situations. 0 1 2 3 4 0 1 2 3 4 -3



Part III Section A

(2) Impact of Project on Targeted Need

(i) Projected number of graduates

One of the ways to demonstrate the possible impact of

the project on the targeted need is by projecting the

number of graduates of your program who will have the

necessary competencies and certification to affect the

need. Based on your budgeted tuition and other support,

answer the following questions.

A. How many persons can you recruit?

B. Are there enough unemployed or underemployed

individuals in your service area who might be

seriously interested in being trained in this

field?

C. What about parents or educational assistants as a

recruitment source? Is there a ready pool of

potential recruits who might want to pursue your

training program?

D. Did you make important contacts during your needs

assessment who can help with the recruitment

process?
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Part III Section A.

Your projected number of graduates should be as high

as you believe is achievable given present resources

and those requested, so that you can show serious

potential impact on the targeted need. Be sure that

the number is reasonable and possible to accomplish.

(ii) For ongoing programs, numbers of previous

graduates

If you have already been doing training in the

targeted area, do the number of previous graduates show a

trend that supports your projected numbers? Where and in

what kind of positions are the graduates currently employed

and how are they contributing to the targeted need?

(iii) For new programs, program features' tie to

needs

Your evidence of potential impact should be delineated

by the specific features of your proposed project if you

are developing a totally new training program. Translating

this into action means you will need to describe how

closely project activities will affect the lives of the

target population. How closely will project activities

have an affect on the needs identified by your state's CSPD

priorities, or any other pertinent organization's

priorities? How are students with disabilities going to be

affected?
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Part III Section A

It is appropriate to state what you believe will

happen regarding the importance of the project and the

benefits it will generate, but you should tie your

statement to realities. Go back through your needs

assessment findings, if applicable, and explain how the

components of your project will influence those identified

needs. Be specific. For example, is it possible to tie

local or state administrators into providing either

informal feedback or formal evaluation of your project?

That might be one way to show the relationship of your

project to employers' priorities and students' needs.

Your next task is to outline your plan to help your

program graduates locate jobs in the targeted specialty or

geographic area. Links to your Career Placement Office

should be stated here, perhaps accompanied by a letter of

support or a description of services which you can include

in an appendix.

This is a good place to refer to your letters of

support if they mention the project's possible impact,

employment opportunities, or other relevant items.
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Part III Section A

A final way to document potential impact is to outline

the ways your project will insure that participants will

indeed gain the competencies needed to impact the targeted

need. Briefly summarize your monitoring and evaluation

strategies and other means by which your project will

graduate well-trained individuals. Much of this can be

accomplished by referring to support material which you

place in the appendices, such as competency matrices,

measurement procedures, and evaluation tools.
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Appendix III.A.1

Sample Needs Assessments/Surveys
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PLEASE COMPLETE AND RETURN IN ENCLOSED SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE

'I NAME

TrutrXIMETT-orsr2

ImaM. 111101emfma,

NUMIER OF PARAPROFESSIONALS :27107E:

LEGEND

lease rata the competencies according to how you see its importance for a

araprofessional who works with handicapped individuals.

0 1 2 3 4

Not Not Slightly Somewhat Definitely Extremely

APplicable Important 'Important Important 'Important Important

twit: fleLlsIciallisjulauct,lien_to_mmulli

ctencc!,

. .

0

0

0

4

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

-Knowlodge of terminology associated
with special education I descrip.
tions f various handicapping
conditions

.4ibility to define and apply prin.
ciples of confidentiality, legal
responsibility, end accountability

-Knowlodge of appropriate approaches
for intervening with effects of
disabling conditions

4nowledge of current legislation
retarding services to individuals
with special needs

-Knowledge of community resources
providing services to people with
*Pedal needs

...Ability to foster liason between
a9envy and none and between agency
and community

Total - Nem
N %

2 3 4 5 73 2. 75

2 3 4 5 74 4.11,

2 3 4 5 74 4.08

3 52 4 73
2.71

2 3 4 5 73. 3037

2 3 4 5 74 3°53
-Ability to identify and access
Prefessional organitationa, as
well as Community resources of 0 1 2 3 4 5.
value to program nd students

-Ability to develop Specific avenues
for parents to bectem involved fa 0 1 2 3 4 5
planning for their children

116

74 2.97

74 3.28
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Topics tiehliuesfoIso.s_olaiiindstiora_ms
Sovoetenoiss

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Disorders

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

/

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

Torl Ian

5 4.47

74 4.50

5 74 4.38

5 74 4.41

5 73 4.19

5 72 4.33

5 73 4.08.

5 73 3.89

5 73 4.36

5 4.21

5

73

73 3.90

5 73 3.89

5 13 4.09

Total Mean"

5 777. 4.10

5 73 3.78

74 3.73
5

5 74 3.64

5 74 3.9511

74 3.96
5

-Dosonstrate rapport with students
LA all settings

-maintains positive expectations
of students'achievements

..Attends to students' concerns

-values the learning process

...D0A9Astratell understanding of
students' trines of reference

...establishes mutuality and
rapport with otodents

...Links instructional process to
student concerns

.wiltructures processes to facilitate
students' active learning

-Adapts to situational deasftds

...Aesponde to nonverbal cues

...Ability to assess interpersonal
and socialization needs of students
and plan accordingly

-Abillty to teach problem-solving
skills appropriate to students'
level of functioning

...Ability to recognise interactions of
own feelings and styles with student
episodes of inaneropriate liaksvior

Tsegits.--Musisv_kis-Zsimi trues for Severe Behavior

Competencies

0

0

0

0

0

0

-Ability to distinguish between
actin out behaviors end
diets& sever behavior disorders

-Ablli y to assist in developing
behav oral aanagement plans
which are saximally ppropriate
for esch student

-Ability to implesent and evaluate
interventions in collaboration
with co-worhers and families

-Ability to impleeent intervention
techniques targeted for carryover
into students' other nvironments
(if applicable) through closely
coordinated efforts with other
service providers and/or pirencs

-Ability to describe and utilise
appropriate restraint and seclusion.
techniques when necessary

-Knowledge of the behaviors and
patterns typically exhibited by
each category of individuals with
severe behavior problems: those
labelled as autistic, the lescning
disabled with severe behavior
problems, emotionally distUrbed,
mentally ill, acting out
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Basic Netheds and Materials

-Ability te describe role modialing
awl its place within the behavir
of eamcial education pereprefessinsal

-Amoseemoet of iadividual srowth ifs

tgrns of individual
athilvtment.

0

0

1

1

2

2

3

3

Total
N

4 5 72

4 5 72

Mean
%

3.67

3.57

soitsty to smite behavioral oblectiveo
boll assist is eettleg goals 0 1 2 3 4 5 73 3.16

..911111ty to feeselly measure stalest
empabilitie tad progress 0 1 2 3 4 5 73 2.99

Topics Paroprofeenionel Roles and Interactions

ggotenciee
N I

-Ability to recognise and deal vith
one's ewn feelings regarding
handicapped individuals

-Ability to effectively carry out
instructions from field site
supervisor

...Participation as a team member in
planning of classroom activities

-Demonstrate wereness of perent
teacher relationships and the
responsibilities end problems
which are involved

-RecogAition of the value of con-
structive criticism or uggestions
from supervisorfs/ and ability to
respond ppropriately

-Effective communiction la oral and
written fors with staff, students,
and others in course of work

-Demonstrate understanding of the
rolefsl, responsibilities, and
limitations Of a special education
paraprofessional

-Aersoptiem of responsibilities la
field setting es needed or iadicated

-Ability to incorporate cultural s
lineuietic diversity la ectivities

..ldamtificatiso ef Mies and temetiena
et iatardisriplioary team

...Ability to nemesis° *ad alimisste ses.
c/sim. nee, or dinbility streotyping
Is activities and program

-Aomanption et role as reepeosible,
perticipatise member t service
delivery toms

te support adjustment met
fasetienifte of families or magi..
/gasped persona

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

o

0

0

0

0

1 2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

i

1

3.

1

1

3

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

4

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

5

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

'74

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

73

74

74

74

74

74

74

73

74

rile

74

74

4.74

4.67

4.30

4.24

4.59

4.34

4.45

4.38

4.03

3.80

4:34

4.49

3.97
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topic alaJor Characteristics and tdocWo_nala_geedsf

commit"
Ability Oa insure physical and
personal safety and uell.being ef
ech student

Ability to PrOoidn ssfs. %HUN'
environments for students

4m0wled9e of factors interfacing
mith °onkel *welcome related
to ditablioe conditions

Abiliti to identify and describe
all amijor handicapping conditions

-Ability to assist clients in physical
care tasks as needed

bfllty te plan an appropriate

doily schedule of activities for
an individual or small group of
students

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

0 1 2

N
Mean
I3 4 5 72 4.67

3 4 5 72 4.51

3 4 5 71 3.73

3 4 5 71 2.92

3 4 5 '72 4.24

0 1 2 3 4 72 3.64

Topic: !awl! r gagwauriasjau_____ind Practices

cm3pasig.

Amemledoe of basic principles of
behavior sniping and classroom
senalement

-Ability to Tfact with flexibility,

creativl tY. and mist Uri ty to
Cbangin situations and needs

-Appropriate utilization of behavior
management techniques in the
classroom si ifittitutiOn

-Ability to help arrange environment
to facilitate learning and/Or
development

-Abllity to manage students'
behavior effecttvely

-Ability to bold students accountable
their best learning interests

-Ability to no role-model fog
approrpie taly

.etillts to determine which

behaviors are appropriate to nodal.

0 1 2 3 4 5

2
72S 3.82

0 1 2 3 4 5
70 4.54

0 1 2 3 4 5 72 4.04

a

0 1 2 3 4 5"
'72 3.92

0 1 2 3 4 5 72 4.19

to 0 1 2 3 4 5 72 3.76

0 1 2 3 4 5 72 4.01
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0 1 2 3 4 5 '72 4.03
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. '
.

Topics Illamatp 1Ichnious for Smv.r.yLfeundly md NultIpjy nandicupad Students

9122212tall

.4nowledge a noroal growth and
davelopment.processes in sensory,
physical/motor, self-help.
intellectual, medical, and social
areas

Ability to critically observe and
interpret behaviors and expreasions
of severely/profoundly involved
students In an accurate manner

Ability to translate observational
data Into significant information
far Inclusion la planning of each
student's goals, objectives, and
actlyities

Ability to assist interdisciplinary
team in planning, implementing,
nd evaluating specific intervention
strategies promoting maximum growth
by each student

...Ability to communicate effectively
In oral and written form with
staff, other local professionals,
students, and their families

-.Knowledge of the correct positioning,
handling, and therapeutic inkling
torohniques required by each student
for optimal development

-Ability to communicate in Spanish,
Motive American language(s). Sign t.

nguage. and/or symbol, picture,
or printed system displayed on
communication boards

. &

Total Mean
i* I

0 1 2 3 4 5 71 3.69

0 1 2 3 4 5 72 3.67

0 1 2 3 4 5 72 3.44

0 1 2 3 4 5 72 340

0 1 2 3 4 5 72 3.58

0 1 2 3 4 5 72 3.93

-"

0 1 2 3 4 5 '72 3e54

Topics asic Methods and Materials for Assessment, Plannin . and Intervention

Comisetencies

-Desonstrate wareness of general
training proordures associated with

° academic, self-help, motor, and
.social skills

-Ability to monitor individual
instructional programa

-Ability to collect observational
data and provide faadback regarding
students' behavior

-Ability to conduct small group
activity or individual activity
from field sits supervisor's plans

-Knowledge of material, equipment,
activity, and environmental nodifi
cations indicated by various handi-
capping conditions

-Ability to develop and carry out
lesson plans in a wide range of
curriculum areas

Ability te develop ad use appropriate
learning arterial*

Creatinft et ppropriate Morning
environments tor &ftdivIdual tudents
awe groups

120.

0 1 2 .3 4 5 72 3.93

.5
72 3.67

0 1 2 3 4

0 1 2 3 4 5 71 4.00

0 1 2 3 4 5 72 4.14

0 1 2 3 4 5 '71 3.96

0 1 2 3 4 5 72 3.74

0 1 2 3 4 5 72 3.71

0 1 2 3 4 5 '72 3.83
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,

Other competencies you believe are relevant:

What ways can your agency or organization provide support to help improve

the state of the art for paraprofessional workers and their effforts?

26 Establish a career ladder that would reward paraprofessionals for

upgrading their skills

213 Improve status based on a combination of education and experience

14 Pay tuition costs

55 Provide in-service education

21 a) At UNM

52 b) On site at the agency

43 Provide release time for in-service training

13 Pay for books

14 Pay transportation costs to UNM

37 Encourage and support monthly or quarterly meetings of paraprofessionals

to promote communication, identification of needs, and establishment of

a support group

35 Authorize and provide quality supervision of internships

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

43 Please check if you would like to receive copies of other states' and

agencies' career ladders for paraprofessionals.

21 Please check if you would like the paraprofessional training program

staff to meet with you to describe the program, advise regarding the

development of a career ladder, or aid in the establishment of para-

professional support groups.

43 Please check if you would like the results of surveys completed by aides

regarding expressed needs for training, role clarification, and rein-

forcement systems.

Thanks again,

Ginger Blalock
Susan Holburn
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PARAPROFESSIONAL LEARNING NEEDS SURVEY

The purpoie of this survey is to help your employing agency and the

tam Paraprofessional Training Statewide Network decide how best to

mast your inservice training needs. We want to know first about

the most important content for training. We also need to know

about the best times for training. These are anonymous surveys

that will be used to plan workshops for you during the 1989-90

school year. Thank you foryour time.

1. Co you feel a need for additional
job effectively?. Yes__

2. If %Peso,' what areas of training
rate them from (most important)

411MINEMWM11

MONOMMIlift

almmemmn.

.a.
'b.
C.
d.
S.f.
gAb.i.j.
k.
1.

MOOMMI..

bb.
cc.
dd.
ee.

training in order to do your

do you need of want? Please
to 2, (least important).

Communication with clients or students
Communication with professionals
Working with families of the disabled
Working with families of different cultures/languages
Knowledge of various handicapping conditions
Knowledge of special education philosophy and policies.

Ute of different assessment methods
Use of different teaching or intervention methods

Use of a range of teaching materials
Use of audio-visual equipment.
Positive behavior management principles
Management of a learning environment
Knowledge of appropriate roles and responsibilities of
teachers and assistants
School/agency organization
Public Law 94-142 and Section 504 of 1973 Voc. Rehab. Act

Problem-solving techniques and fictivities.

First aid and CPR training
Xnowledge of normal child development
Knowledge of normal adolescent and adult development
Legal rights of disabled clients or students
Legal rights of paraprofessionali serving the disabled

Task analysis procedures
Skills in writing behavioral/learning objectives
Skills in planning activities and programs
Knowledge of social/emotional development
Techniques for working with severe behavior disorders
Techniques for working with severe physical and multiple

handicw
Sign ofNother language(s) Which?
Community based instruction
Work-study or job coaching instruction
Other

PARA-trn/gb

122
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3. liould you be willing to have an
valuate you on the. job as part

Yes No

4. Please rate the three (3) best

instructor observe and
of a supervised internship?

ways by which you learn in

classes (lommost effective):

al.. Discussion
lb. Films and videotapes
c. Role-playing
42. Lecture
e. Simulation activities

f. Small group activities
Projects or papers
Readings
Combinations of &

g.
h.

=i*

=1111110M.

=.1=1.1I

iMINNIVOMM

0111MIMISimIM

Other

S. What training format for a coarse or courses would.best fit

your schedule and other life demands? (Check all that apply)

College credit course:

.
a. Late afternoon
b. Evening
c. Morning
d. 1 session (3 hours) per week for 16 weeks

e. 2 sessions (1 1/2 hours each) per week for 16 weeks

f. 3 sessions (1 hour each) per week for 14 weeks

g. 6 Saturdays (8 hours each) for 6 weeks

h. 12 Saturdays (A hours each) for 12 weeks

1. .
Daytime during summers only

.j., Other: -

Continuina education (noncredit) course:

a. Weekend workshop (12-16 hours)

b. 2-4 Saturdays (6-8 hours each)

c. 1 night (3-4 hours) per week for 4-6 weeks

d. 1 day (3-4 hours) per week for 4-6 weeks

is. -Other

=11.NO

11....mOOMM

..111

/11M11111M

4. * Please 'rate from I t6 2. (lonlobt important) the imPórfance of

the following incentives for you to pursue additional

training:
a.
-b.
C.
d.
S.

MININIMIMEND

4111
411111

TUition reimbursement f.

.Reimbursement.for-books.
Transportation provided
Mileage reimbursement
On-site courses

Z.41Lxsan...122111YILIVIMACITLEI:

1.. Should your district or RCC hold a session for teachers on

working with paraprofessionals? Yes No

2. Should this be done jointly with the assistants? Yes No

;OHHENTS:

go

Release time for
classes"
Career ladder with
levels based on
combined
education and
experience

PLEME RETURN THIS SURVEY TO: 123
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711cl:ravers of Nevi Mexku
..10001.0.0 MNIMINI!

Department of Speckil E41u4.4tion UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
Co Wet of Education DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
Albuquerque. NM 10131
isoss 2n.mta NEEDS SURVEY FOR TRANSITION SPECIALIST DEGREE PROGRAM

I. Do you see a need for this training? Yes No
Yes, under certain condition (explain):

If *yes", what topics/skill areas would need to be included?

$4. gert.tita. 5ertt.4A--1L

2. How many persons in your LEA or community agency would likely participate? ?
What roles do they currently fill?

Arc AK people in your community who would be likely candidates to participate?
No Yes

If 'yes% how many? What roles do they fill now?
AM,

4. What other ldnds of support, in addition to financial (through tuition and small
stipends), would participants from your area need?

5. Would your agency be willing to collaborate to support such training?
Yes No

Yz:, under ecnaln conditions (expla:r.):

.What form(s) of support would your agency prov;de?_IW__

0.1 000

01100.110M000000n

6. What kinds of jobs would project graduates do in your district
or agency?

?LEASE COMPLETE SECTION BELOW & RETURN BY FEB. 18 TO:
Ginger Blalock, Dept. of Special Education,
University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N.M. 87131 1.277-5I19

DISTRICT OR AGENCY:

Address: t,4Contact Perl5n:__).
124

Phone:
Chy/Zip:



Services to Students with Severe/Profound Handicaps

A. OBJECTIVES OR OUTCOMES

1. So you have
specific %stows or goals seitten

far the varies,
exceptionalitiest ieclodiog studeots

with sovere/peofound hendicaps?

Nes

as 0.1141.1100

If Yes, would it by possible for es to trite yoe to

*tea a copy? Yes No

Nos did yto determine these goals?

If sot 4o you
feel this mold serve any purpose ia

establIshine goals for these students?

las Mb Not Certain

2. fly school district dces does mot

fallow-up special education
students who eait public schools.

3. Ny school district does does sot hsve

the resomrces to
follow-op special education stwdents

oho exit the public schools.

I. CHILD FIND

1. Is your Child Fiod activities
did you publicity

your activities Comb
News releases le a local paper

Local ratio public service assouecesents

Letters to all citizens is your district

School sews letters

Other
7

Mould you share your
iaforoatiem if reguested?

Yes No

2. liven that the SDE establishes procedures for

Child Find, what utilities do yoe ondertake to

facilitate the locating of childree fres birth?

Screening Clinics at local Wealth Fairs

Special events with posters on prevention

Coordination with local agencies and

Pediatricians

3. lo you feel these activities ere useful is

locatiog the oat:city of children froa birth?

Tes No

, Does your school have a specific referral systee

14 students (ros
school to coosunity ar to other agencies?

Yes

No

Follouing art instruisents for screening and assesseest

of 3 and 4 years olds.
Please indicate which you are

currently wsing.

IMMOPIP
Battelle ieveloplental leventory

duetting Test)

Seaver levelopoental Screenimg Test (DDST)

levelopaestal Activities Screeds' leveatory ilASII 7.

'Expressive One-lewd Picture Vocabulary Test ii3OPVT)

Fluharty Preschool Soeech &ad language Screeniol

Niller Assessoent for Preschoolers

Other

4. Bo you preseotly sake referrals of children found

ender school age, or those of school age mot

attendieg schools, to other agencies?

Its No

S. So you maintain A record of the children?

Yee

No

What is the current nuober of children ender 5?

What is the current sober of school age, but

not ia school.

4.

1 2 6

Is a specific isdividual
assigned to conduct Coild

Find ectivities?

Yes If yes, who?

No

fee yco still actively conducting Child Find

activities? Ms No

If yes, how are you presently screening these

children? (Who sees them? What is the general

procedure)?



Joint Senate Memorial 3 requests information on services

rresently provided to students with severe/profound handicaps

4 those services which districts feel are critical. Your

pens. to the following question will be useful in funding

considerations.

1. please indicate in column A which of the following

services are presently provided by your school district

to severe/profoundly handicapped
students, either by your

own employees or through contracted services.

A
IMMOOMAP

MAMMA

IIMOMMM

COMMOM

MPOOMPAP

OPMMONIP

OPPOOMIN

.01
OMMAMID

.00110 MP.

4/014adr

Adapted Physical Education

Couneelleg Services

Mica Stnites
liesing Services

Occupational Therapy Services

Physical Therapy Services

Psychiatric/Psychological Services

Social Services

Speech and Language Services

Vocational Training Services

Other

8

ONNIMMelb

WINNINKIMIP

OMMININNY

VIMAOMM

MAMA.

IMAM AMA

2. Regardless of the services you presently have, in column

13, please indicate in rank order (1=Plost important) the

five services you feel would provide the most critical

support to such a program.

Below is a list of personnel frequently involved in

programs of service to students with severe/profound

handicaps.

ne

Fell Tite

jeuivelent

Nurse

liagnostician

Teacher

Paraprofessisoal

Occupational Therapist

Physical Therapist

Adapted Physical Educatioe

Social brier

Counselor

Vocational Evaluatioo/Specialist

Psychologist

Psychiatrist

Physicimi

MIAr
.

4. la cola. Al please indicate which perscenel are

ooployed or contracted by your district to serve

students with Severe/Prefoued handicaps.

I. la colon 1, please
indicate the FTE for each person.

presently eeploye4 er ccetracted by your district.
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7ALTH AND MEDICAL ISSUES

Fwlowing arc- several medical/health related services which

may be used in evaluation and placement of students with

severe and profound handicaps, as defined by either

definition attached to this survey.

Please respond to each question by placing an "X" in the

appropriate box.
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A. Please note the frequency with which each specialist

is utilized as a part of evaluation for placement for

students with severe and profound handicapped.

B. Please note the level of difficulty in obtaining these

services.

C. Please indicate the relative value of each

professional In your evaluation and placement of

students with severe/profound handicaps of preschool

age (3-5).

D. Please indicate the relative value of each
professional in your evaluation and placement of

students with severe/profound handicaps ages (6-21).
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SURVEY IN RESPONSE TO SENATE JOINT MEMORIAL 3

Services to students with Severe/Profound Handicaps

Please respond by circling the frequency with which assessment

instruments are used; 0*Often,

IIIMILMWSP-111VAM

SnSeldom, NuNever
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Component (b)

Capacity of Institution

(25 points)

(1) Qualifications and Accomplishments of the

Project Director and Other Key Personnel

(2) Time Commitment of Each Person

(3) Nondiscriminatory Employment Practices

(4) Adequacy of Resources, Facilities, Supplies,

and Equipment

(5) Quality of Practicum Training Settings

(6) Capacity to Recruit Well-Qualified

Applicants

(7) Experience and Capacity of Applicant to

Assist Schools and Agencies in Training

(8) Cooperation with the State Education Agency,

Other IHEs, and Other Public and Private

Agencies
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Part III Section. B

(b) CAPLJITY OF THE INSTITUTION (25 points)

This section requires the author to prove that the

agency or institution is capable of carrying out the

project in its entirety. Documentation of who is involved,

what they will do, resources, training sites, and

collaborative efforts in place and those planned must be

included.

(1) Qualifications and Accomplishments of the Project

Director and Other Key Personnel

This section should address the formal training of key

personnel. The documentation should include related

publications and professional contributions that are

pertinent to the project. It works best to have a

paragraph for each key person, stc,J..._Ag .ith the Project

Director (PD). Start each paragraph with the person's name

and what their role will be (e.g., "Dr. Adam will serve as

the Materials Specialist for the proposed project"). The

remainder of the items for each person might include:

1. Amount of time projected for project activities,

both grant-supported and contributed by your

institution.



Part Section H

2. College degrees, or specific emphases or

coursework related to the target need.

3. Professional development experiences, such as

workshops, focused conferences, certification

training related to proposed training.

4. Work or volunteer experiences that resulted in

particular expertise of importance to the project.

5. Research studies, case studies, or other inquiry

endeavors related to the project.

6. Reference to selected works by the person that are

related to the project.

7. Participation in key task forces, advisory boards,

or other efforts that are major contributions to

the profession or area.

8. Personnel's experience in training the targeted

group or specialty.

Finally, you should describe each person's task and

responsibilities in the project. Thus, the relationship

between the person's expertise and assigned duties will be

clear.
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Part III Section B

If some of your project personnel are not yet

identified, such as project assistants or research

coordinators, you can describe the pool from whom these

staff will be drawn. List the minimum qualifications they

will need and their responsibilities. You may want to

refer to several vitae in an appendix (such as doctoral or

masters students or community professionals) who represent

willing or possible recruits for your staff positions.

(2) Time Commitment of Each Person

How much time will each key person give to the

project? A personnel loading chart is often the best way

to visually depict each individual's commitment because it

allows readers to understand the overall workload quickly.

Be accurate in your FTE (full-time equivalents) allotments.

Be sure to plan adequate time commitment on the part

of all key personnel, especially the Project Director.

A frequent criticism by readers is that the Director

is inadequately committed to the project.
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Part III Section B

Develop your chart in columns, labeled "Project Staff

Role" and "Percent (or Amount) of Time on Project". In the

first column, list the role and the person's name. In the

last column, place a percentage of total work time or the

amount in hours ner week. You may want to add a middle

column that lists major responsibilities. An example of a

personnel loading chart is provided in Table III.B.1 .

TABLE III.B.1

REVISED PERSONNEL LOADING CHART

IN-KIND SUMMER
PROJECT POSTITION FTE FTE DAYS TOTAL

Project Director .20 .10 6 .30

Project Assistant .50 30 .50

15 3 wksPart-Time Instructor
(unknown; several
possible condidates)

Clerical Assistant .50

Training Consultants 1.50 x 48 days

50 .50

72 days

A general guideline is that you are better off with

charts, figures, and tables instead of lengthy

narrative because such visual representations tend

to be more quickly understood. And readers are always

rushed!
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Part III Section B

(3) Nondiscriminatory Employment Practices

Your proposal must reflect how you, as a part of your

institution's nondiscriminatory employment practices, will

ensure that project personnel are hired without regard to

ethnicity/race, national origin, gender, age, or

disability. Delineate your agency's statement of policy in

this regard and describe how this policy is disseminated to

the general public and potential employees. In other

words, is your institution's policy stated on all publicly

distributed materials and advertisements or limited to

certain publications?

In addition, even though you will describe recruitment

practices for participants in the Plan of Operation, it is

important to address your recruitment efforts with all

potential staff pools in this section.

Recruiting from groups who resemble the targeted

participants is best in most cases; for example, how

closely should your staff match your project

participants in terms of culture, language, or other

important attributes?
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Part III Section B

Who are the groups you will contact and how?

The more traditionally underrepresented groups you

can contact, the better your proposal will be viewed.

What will be your screening, interviewing, and hiring

guidelines? List every possible means by which to insure

that your employment of project personnel will not

discriminate against any group or individual. It will be

important to document how your employment practices comply

with the Americans with Disabilities Act.

(4) Adequacy of Resources, Facilities, Supplies, and

Equipment

This section requires specific facts about the

physical support that your university, and any

participating agencies, plan to commit to the project.

Describe the types of 'facilities (e.g., offices,

classrooms, computer labs) and equipment (e.g.,

microcomputers, file cabinets, audiovisual) that will be

provided and where they are located. Outline which project

staff will use which equipment and facilities. It is

important to specifically define how these facilities and

equipment will supPort project objectives and activities.
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Part III Section B

A description of the resource materials to which

project staff will have access should be included. Are

there print, software, or audiovisual collections available

and where are they? Include a description of available

telecommunications such as electronic mail systems for

information gathering and dissemination and distance

education support.

All pertinent library collections should be described.

Be sure to include the expertise and data found in other

departments at your campus or at other locations, such as

the regular education, bilingual education, counseling,

family studies, and educational administration units. For

example, these units may be a crucial source of these types

of information and materials: needs data, video and print

training materials, computerized data bases, and other such

support materials.

Are there special units on your campus that will

provide specific support to the project, such as extension

credit arrangements, public announcements, reference

searches, layout, and printing? What about the Law Clinic

if your university has a law school, or the Family

Practices Clinic if you have a medical school?
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Part III Section B

Look beyond your own institution, particularly if

your project will collaborate with other agencies.

Are there facilities, equipment, supplies, materials, and

people resources who will support the project? Who are

they and where are they located? How will they be used?

Include any task forces, advisory committees, and

professional organizations which will be involved even

indirectly and describe how they will support project

dissemination, recruiting of personnel and participants,

and actual training efforts.

(5) Quality of Practicum Training Settings

This section requires evidence that your pool of

practicum sites:

1. are readily accessible;

2. use up-to-date services and exemplary teaching

practices;

3. provide adequate supervision to trainees;

4. offer opportunities for trainees to teach; and

5. foster interaction between students with

disabilities and their nondisabled peers.

92
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Part III Section B

See what can be identified by your original planning

committee, or ask colleagues about sources if you do

not have a readily available group of practicum

settings. You, or a collaborator, may need to spend

some time securing potential sites, because this

proposal component is a very important one.

One format that has worked well for developing

information for this section is to describe each practicum

site, one by one, addressing each of the features listed

above. Highlight the name and address of the practicum

site that you plan to use, perhaps including the phone

number and the current contact person. Then address each

of the features by describing the population served, the

types of programs and services, level of integration, and

the degree to which the collaborators will train your

students. Focus on the special strengths offered by the

sites so that you can justify their selection.

(6) Capacity to Recruit Well-Qualified Applicants

If you have already described your recruitment

practices in the Plan of Operation, you can simply refer

the reader to that section.
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Part III Section B

However, it never hurts to provide additional concise

statements about the connections you, your department,

or your college have that will aid the recruitment

effort.

Who are the groups or individuals you will recruit and how

will you do it? What leads you to believe that your

institution or program will attract well-qualified

applicants?

(7) Experience and Capacity of Applicant to Assist Schools

and Agencies in Training

This section asks you to describe your ongoing

relationships in working with area schools and/or agencies

in training efforts with their personnel. What qualifies

you to help them? For instance, have you participated in

any professional development activities or studies to

prepare you better to work with their personnel? In

particular, how have you collaborated before in endeavors

related to personnel preparation such as needs assessments,

task forces to prioritize needs, creating conferences or

workshops? List specific titles or individuals with whom

you share working relationships and describe what you will

do together to support project objectives and future

related efforts. Refer to the letters of support from
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Part III Section B

those school, community agency, or other IHE contacts as

further evidence of your ongoing interactions with those

units.

(8) Cooperation with the State Education Agency, Other

IHEs, and Other Public and Private Agencies

It is important to add information here that documents

your agency's and your individual collaborations with the

following groups below:

1. State Department of Education.

2. State-designated lead agency under Part H of IDEA

if appropriate.

3. Other institutions of higher education (IHEs) such

as community colleges and universities.

4. Other public or private agencies linked to your

targeted need.

In particular, how have you worked jointly in the

past, or how are you now working together, to identify

personnel needs, training needs, and other needs in your

region? Be sure to include parent groups (e.g., Learning

Disabilities Association, Association for Retarded

Citizens) and consumer organizations (eg., People First,

learning disability adult groups) as appropriate. List

exactly the role that you or your agency fills when



Part III Section B

cooperating with any of the other entities. How often do

you work together and what form do those efforts take? How

will grant support lead to greater collaboration? How will

these collaborative efforts contribute to the long-term

impact of your project after external funding is gone?
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Component (o)

Plan of Operation

(25 points)

(1) High Quality in the Design of the Project

(2) The Extelic to Which the Plan of Management Ensures
Effective, Proper, and Efficient Administration of
the Project

(3) How Well the Objectives of the Project Relate to
the Purpose of the Program

(4) The Way the Applicant Plans to Use its Resources
and Personnel to Achieve Each Objective

(5) The Extent to Which the Application Includes a
Delineation of Competencies That Program Graduates
Will Acquire and How the Competencies Will be
Evaluated

(6) The Extent to Which Substantive Content and
Organization of the Program:

(i) Are appropriate for the students' attainment
of professional knowledge and competencies
deemed necessary for the provision of quality
educational and early intervention services
for infants, toddlers, children, and youth
with disabilities, and

(ii) Demonstrate an awareness of methods,
procedures, techniques, technology, and
instructional media or materials that are
relevant to the preparation of personnel who
serve infants, toddlers, children, and youth
with disabilities, and;

(7) The Extent to Which Program Philosophy,
Objectives, and Activities Implement Current
Research and Demonstration Results in Meeting the
Educational or Early Intervention Needs of
Infants, Toddlers, Children, and Youth With
Disakilities
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(c) PLAN OF OPERATION (25 points)

Part III Section C

This section of the proposal requires that you provide

a plan which clearly indicates how you will:

1. Meet the critical shortages of personnel or

improve the quality of personnel as you have

identified them in section (a) Impact on critical

present and projected needs.

2. Use the personnel, agencies and organizations, and

other resources required to address the need which

you outlined in section (b) Capacity of the

institution.

When reviewing this section of the proposal, the

reviewers will be looking for:

(1) High Quality in the Design of the Project

(2) The Extent to Which the Plan of Management Ensures

Effective, Proper, and Efficient Administration of

the Project

The following discussions of items (3) through (7) offer

the documentation for the panel members who review your
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Part III Section C

proposal. They will make a judgment about the quality of

the overall design and the quality of your administrative

plan. An abbreviated sample of a Plan of Operation section

is found in Appendix III.C.l.

3. How Well the Objectives of the Project Relate to

the Purpose of the Program

Project objectives should be clearly derived from the

critical present or projected need statement or where you

identified an overall purpose statement. This tells your

reader in a simple statement about what you plan to do to

meet the need. It is possible that you may have one

objective or several objectives.

Number each one of your objectives. This assists your

readers and makes it easier for you to refer to the

objectives in other areas of the proposal.

The complete set of objectives should be an outline of how

the overall project purpose will be achieved. Samples of

Purpose Statements follow.
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Part III Section C

PURPOSE STATEMENTS

The primary purpose of this project is to: (1) develop
and implement an interdisciplinary training program for
individuals who wish to prepare themselves to work with
preschool handicapped children (ages 3 to 5); (2)

develop a training sequence sensitive to the needs of
preschool children with handicaps, who may have
language, cultural religious, and social values which
differ markedly from professionals or paraprofessionals;
and (3) increase the number of teachers who are trained
to serve preschool handicapped children, in both rural
and urban settings. These funds are sought under Part
D., Sec. 631, which allosw applicants to seek funds to
assist in training personnel for careers in special
education including special education teaching.

The primary purpose of this project is to develop and
implement an undergraduate training sequence which will:

a. present integrated coursework and fieldwork
experiences that will prepare teachers for entry
into special education classrooms.

b. be sensitive to the special needs of handicapped
children and youth in New Mexico, who may also
represent an ethnic minority, and come from a home
where the language is not that of the dominant
culture

c. add 25-35 qualified special education teachers per
year to the workforce.

d. increase the number of qualified applicants
specifically interested in teaching special
education in rural New Mexico.
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Part III Section C

PURPOSE STATEMENTS (cont.)

The purpose of the project is to develop a graduate
level teacher training program for persons interested
in teacing:

a. Children and youth who are severely mentally
retarded and mentally ill (by psychiatric
definition).

b. Children and youth who are severely mentally
retarded and who exhibit excessive or aggressive
behaviors, but have no psychiatric diagnosis.

Five objectives have been identified in order to carry
out the sated purpose. They are stated here in brief
form:

1. To implement initial public information activities.

2. To recruit, fund, and develop programs for 4 full-
time and 5 part-time trainees during the academic
year, and for 9 trainees per year for the summer
institute.

3. To develop an appropriate training sequence.

4. To develop a specialized summer institute to
support the basic course offerings.

5. To develop and integrate competency statements
into courses and fieldwork, and field test
competencies.

The primary purpose of this project is to develop
trained bilingual/bicultural teachers or trained
monolingual/monocultural teachers, to work with young
culturally and linguistically different exceptional
(CLDE) children and young Limited English Proficient
(LEP) children. Specific program objectives are stated
in the Plan of Operation section.

Throughout this proposal, CLDE and LEP will be used to
refer to children who come from homes in which a
language other than English is spoken and whose cultural
experience is different than the mainstream. These
children may speak English or may have limited English
proficiency.
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Part III Section C

(4) The Way the Applicant Plans to Use its Resources

and Personnel to Achieve Each Objective

The next step is a description of the process by which

the req asted financial support (personnel, materials, and

other resources) will be distributed to meet the various

objectives. This can be done efficiently by developing a

chart which delineates the project objectives and notes

timelines, activities, and how you will allocate resources.

Such a visual is useful for at least four reasons.

First, it is helpful in guiding overall proposal develop-

ment, including the budget allocations process. The chart

serves as a management tool for identifying the financial

resources required to support the specified project

objectives and activities.

Second, this chart provides support for how you chose

to distribute the requested funds. It should be referenced

throughout your narrative, as appropriate. The budget

figures, the budget justification narrative, and the

Project Objectives\Timelines\Activities\Resource

Allocations Chart should all be in agreement. (Some

samples are found in Appendix II.B.1.)
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Part III Section C

Third, a chart also serves as a highly effective

visual reference for supporting project narrative in the

Plan of Operation Section. The project narrative for this

section can be more concise, because so much specificity

can be provided in this one chart. In fact, this one chart

may be referred to as supporting information in several

sections of the proposal.

Finally, the chart's inclusion makes it easier to

write a strong evaluation section, because the tasks to be

evaluated and the allocation of resources are clearly

identified. It is difficult to develop a adequate

evaluation component if it is impossible to determine what

should be evaluated. Table III.C.1 includes an example of

a highly developed chart.
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Part III Section C

(5) The Extent to Which the Application includes a

Delineation of Competencies That Program

Graduates Will Acquire and How the Competencies

Will be Evaluated.

This portion of the application requires that the

applicant describe:

1. Competencies which may already exist and how these

competencies will be used or adapted for proposed

training, and

2. Procedures by which competency acquisition will be

evaluated.

Competency identification. This section should focus

on a brief review of competencies which have been

identified to support the specific training program to be

developed. For example, if you are writing a proposal to

train teachers of young culturally and linguistically

diverse children with special needs, you would want to

reference competency statements developed specifically for

that population of learners. Many divisions of the Council

for Exceptional Children (CEC) have developed competency

statements which define the expectations for teachers of

students with specific exceptionalities. You should be

aware of competency statements which may be available for

your target group.



Part III Section C

Procedures for evaluation of competency acquisition.

The information provided here must specify exactly how you

will assess competency acquisition. Following is a

paragraph taken from a successful application which

provides an example of such a description.

Each of the competencies will be addressed at least

twice in the training sequence. Trainees may

demonstrate mastery of competencies during coursework

and during field experience work. Evaluation and

measurement of the competencies is provided through

performance activities. During the field work

(practicum or student teaching), the students will be

expected to demonstrate the application of concepts,

skills, and techniques that were presented through

university classes or independent study. Part of the

evaluation will include trainee self-evaluation in the

practicum settings. Individual trainees' attainment of

competencies will be assessed by an end of semester

review process. Each trainee and advisor will review

and complete a document designed to assess competency

mastery

Table III.C.2 includes samples of competency statements in

a matrix format.
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Table III.C.2

Competency Mastery *

tIAME
DATE

glaUgghL KNOWLEDGE

GIC 1
GK 2
GK 3
MC 4
GK 5
GIC 6
Mt 7
GI( (8)
GK (9)
MC (10)

SZIEIBIOLLMI

Cl

C2

a.
b.
C.
d.
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.i.
j.
k.

Part III Section C

BLACK RED BLUE GREEN

pm PRESENT ACOUISITION NASTERy

Used in conjunction with the competency matrix
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Part III Section C

(6) The Extent to Which Substantive Content and

Organization of the Program:

(i) Are appropriate for the students' attainment

of professional knowledge and competencies

deemed necessary for the provision of quality

educational and early intervention services

for 'infants, toddlers, children, and youth

with disabilities, and;

(ii) Demonstrate an awareness of methods,

procedures, techniques, technology, and

instructional media or materials that are

relevant to the preparation of personnel who .

serve infants, toddlers, children, and youth

with disabilities, and;

(7) The Extent to Which Program Philosophy,

Objectives, and Activities Implement Current

Research and Demonstration Results in Meeting the

Educational or Early Intervention Needs 'of

Infants, Toddlers, Children, and Youth with

Disabilities.
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Part III Section C

Items 6 and 7 contain a number of non-specific words

and phrases, which provide few specific guidelines for the

proposal writer. The following is a discussion of these

broad terms, with helpful guidelines in developing this

section.

In order to assess the "substantive content and

organization" of your proposal, the readers will be

examining this section for information which ensures that

you are aware of the "state of the art" in the particular

area of focus chosen for the proposal. For example, does

the total course sequence, individual course outlines,

texts, and readings (information to be included in

appendices) that you propose reflect well-known writers and

researchers of the target area? Are the methods,

techniques, and procedures which you propose to incorporate

consistent with best practices or research of the area?

Have you incorporated up-to-date technology and media as

part of your proposed program?

The guidelines are very specific in indicating that

evaluation of the proposal will also focus on the "extent

to which program philosophy, objectives, and activities

implement current research and demonstration results."

Here again, it is apparent that proposals will be evaluated
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Part III Section C

by looking for "best practices" or "state-of-the art"

information.

Therefore, it is apparent that proposal writers must
integrate such information in the Plan of Operation
section.

1. Provide an introductory statement to the entire

section which briefly reviews the purpose or

purposes stated earlier. This reminds your reader

of the earlier statement and assists in bringing

your purpose and objectives statements together.

2. In order to provide the large amount of

information requested in this section of the

proposal, the activities and management plan and

the allocation of resources and personnel must be

carefully noted for each objective. One way this

can be done is by stating each objective then

having two sub-headings, Activities and Management

Plan and Allocation of Resources and Personnel,

under each objective.

Example III.C.1 includes a sample of a narrative section

using this approach, accompanied by Figure III.C.1 with the

corresponding page from the chart.



Part III Section C

EXAMPLE III.C.1

PLAN OF OPERATION

In order to carry out the stated purpose of this project,

five specific objectives have been identified:

1. To identify, screen, and accept a minimum of 10 and a

maximum of 25 trainees per year for entrance into the

training program for teachers of young (3-8 years)

culturally and linguistically different exceptional

(cLDE) children and limited English proficient (LEP)

handicapped children. Both bilingual/bicultural and

monolingual/monocultural
trainees will be selected.

2. To recruit and fund 5 full-time and 7 part-time

trainees, including both bilingual/bicultural and

monolingual/monocultural
individuals who will return

to the rural areas of the state to work with young

CLDE/LEP children and to recruit, train, and fund city

and area residents in an effort to meet both rural and

urban personnel needs.

3. To develop and implement an interdisciplinary training

sequence which will: (1) provide trainees with the

knowledge, skills, and competencies identified as

appropriate to teachers of young CLDE children and LEP
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exceptional children in rural and urban , as

well as respond to national norms and standards and

state certification
requirements; (2) provide

appropriate, varied, and continuous practicum

experiences that allow for meeting individual needs;

(3) meet the needs of trainees with various

backgrounds and skill levels.

4. To refine existing competencies which delineate the

multicultural knowledge and skills specific to

personnel preparing for careers with young CLDE/LEP

children, to integrate competencies into the overall

curriculum, and to field test developed competencies.

5. To develop training packages to be utilized in

coursework in core classes, or to serve as samples

which can be checked out by teachers, which will

assist teachers in meeting the needs of young CLDE

children and LEP exceptional children who may present

unusual needs in terms of their bilingual/bicultural

background, and accompanying physical, medical, or

chronic health problems.
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- ""1 t

10 and a maximum ot 25 trainees per year for entrance info

OA!

cultura

ch'ldre

1 ca e e e ce

C D tIL ted 16. P ofi

ot _bilinva a_lBi_11,culturALArd

mpnolingualimonocultural
trainees vill be selected.

Activities and Management Plan

1. Development tmgatmatei_

procedures. The following recruitment devices will be

developed immediately: Posters, brochures, news releases,

and training program application. Posters will be

inexpensive quick print items, printed on heavy paper

stock, which may be distributed at several places on campus

and sent to each elementary school and Head Start Center in

the city and surrounding areas and to each Developmental

Disability program in the city and throughout the state.

These will be used until comprehensive brochures can be

developed and made available for mailing. This second item

will be a combined brochure/mailer, containing detailed

prog.ram and stipend information. It should be ready for

mailing no later than mid-July. Both the campus newspaper

and the local papers have been successful recruiting

devices for other special programs. News releases vill be
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sent through the Public Information Office to regional

newspapers as well. Parent and professional groups have

infrequent
newsletters, which may also include information

about the program. The newsletter reaches each teacher

in the district and is an excellent information source4 for

all programs in our department. Several trainees for the

bilingual special education program have been brought into

the department through the Newsletter. Also to be

prepared is the application to the specific training

program, which will meet departmental guidelines, as well

as project evaluation requirements.
Figure 1, the Project

Activities/ Timeline Chart provides detailed support

information for all objectives, and is found at the end of

the Plan of Operation Section.

2. Jdentification and Contact of Potential Trainees

for Academic Year Program. This activity will be occurring

concurrently with the first activity. Students who are

potential applicants for this program will have already

completed a basic teacher certification program because of

certification requirements. Bilingual/bicultural

trainees will be recruited from the bilingual education

training program primarily and will probably have bilingual

education certification. First, all graduating seniors

will be contacted,
especially those with an early childhood
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or bilingval education minor. The two individuals

directing the Bilingual/ESL Education Training Program will

also assist in the identification of recruits. A second

source of trainees are students in the undergraduate

program in the Special Education Department. These

students will be contacted during their senior year as

well. A third source of trainees is the many returning,

non-traditional students on the campus. In 1984, the

average age of a student was 27.4 years. These

students have decided to either continue former studies, or

begin college for the first time.

Students who respond to recruitment efforts must

complete the admissions packet. This packet includes an

application to the Graduate School, the Special Education

Department, and the training program for teachers of young

CLDE/LEP students, as well as an application for stipends.

Students meeting established department deadlines will then

be considered for admission to the program.

Allocation of Resources and Personnel. As indicated

by the Project Activities/Timeline Chart, the Project

Co-Directors (PCD1s) have complete responsibility for all

activities under Objective One. A portion of the 24 summer

research days requested in the budget for the PCD's will be
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spent completing these initial activities. Specific

requests appear in the budget to support all recruitment

materials and activities including communication and

copying. A request for office supplies will assist in

supporting the development of all recruitment materials,

application forms, and initial project correspondence. The

budget also requests the support of a secretary at .33 FTE

to assist in all clerical aspects of the project. Please

refer to Figure 1 for detailed information on activities,

timelines, personnel responsibilities, and projected

completion dates.
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PLAN OF OPERATION

In order to carry out the stated purpose of this project, five specific objectives have been

identified:

I. To identify, screen, and accept a minimum of 10 and a maximum of 25 trainees

per year for entrance into the training program for teachers of young (3-8 years)
culturally and linguistically different exceptional (CLDE) children and limited
English proficient (LEP) handicapped children. Both bilingual/bicultural and
monolinsual/monoculturaI trainees will be selected.

2.. To recruit and fund 3 full-time and 7 part-time trainees, including both
bilingual/bicultural and monolingual/monocultural individuals who will return to
the rural areas of the state to work with young CLDE/LEP children and to recruit,
train, and fund city and area residents in an effort to meet both rural and urban

personnel needs.

3. To develop .nd implement an interdisciplinary training sequence which will: (1)
provide trainees with the knowledge, skills, and competencies identified as
appropriate to teachers of young CLDE children and LEP exceptional children in

rural and urban , as well as respond to national norms and

standards and state certification requirements; (2) provide appropriate, varied, and

continuous practicurn experiences that allow for meeting individual needs; (3) meet

the needs of trainees with various backgrounds and skill levels.

4. To refine existing competencies which delineate the mutticultural knowledge and

skills specific to personnel preparing for careers with young CLD.E/LEP children,

to integrate competencies into the overall curriculum, and to field test developed

competencies.

5. To develop training packages to be utilized in coursework in core classes, or to

serve as samples which can be checked out by teachers, which will assist teachers
in meeting the needs of young CLDE children and LEP exceptional children who

may present unusual needs in term of their bilingual/bicultural background, and
accompanying physical, medical, 1/4:, %Tonic health problems.

Miective One: To identify. screen end aCeent a 'minimum of 10 and a maximum of 25

srainees per veer for entrance into the trainiae prozram for teachers of young (3 to

jskaugnienLEILL

I. psalm=Arisgrahmsnizatenthinljuingthaei. The following
recruitment devices will be developed immediately: Posters, brochures, news releases, and

training program application. Posters will be inexpensive quick print items, printed on

heavy paper stock, which may be distributed at several places on campus and sent to each

elementary school and Head Start Center in the city and surrounding areas and to each
Developmental Disability program in the city and throughout the MM. These will be

used until comprehensive brochures can be developed and made available for mailing.

This second hem will be a combined brochure/mailer, containing detailed program and



stipend information. It should be ready for mailing no later than mid-July. Both the

campus newspaper and the local papers have been successful recruiting devices for other

special programs. News releases will be sent through the Public Information Office

to regional newspapers as well. Parent and professional groups have infrequent
newsletters, which may also include information about the program. The newsletter

reaches each teacher in the district and is an excellent information source4 for all

programs in our department. Several trainees for the bilingual special education program

have been brought into the department through the Newsletter. Also to be prepared

is the application to the specific training program which will meet departmental
guidelines, as well u project evaluation requirements. Figure I, the Project Activities/
Timeline Chart provides detailed support information for all objectives, and is found at

the end of the Plan of Operation Section.

2. II

0 II 10

This activity will be occurring concurrently with the first activity. Students who are
.potential applicants for this program will have already completed a basic teacher

certification program because of certification requirements.
Bilingual/bicultural trainees will be recruited from the bilingual education training

program primarily and will probably have bilingual education certification. First, all

graduating seniors will be contacted, especially those with an early childhood or bilingual

education minor. The two individuals directing the Bilingual/ESL Education Training

Program will also assist in the identification of recruits. A second source of trainees are

students in the undergraduate program in the Special Education Department. These
students will be contacted during their senior year as well. A third source or trainees is

the many returning, non-traditional students on the campus. In 1984, the average

age of a student was 27.4 years. These students have decided to either continue

former studies, or begin =liege for the first time.

Students who respond to recruitment efforts must complete the admissions packet.

This packet includes an application to the Graduae School, the Special Education
Department, and the training program for teachers of young CLDE/LBP students, as well

as an application for stipends. Students meeting established department deadlines will

then be considered for admission to the program.

Allocation of Resources and Personnel. As indicated by the Project
Activities/Timeline Chart, the Project Co-Directors (PCD's) have complete responsibility

for all activities under Objective One. A portion of the 24 summer research days

requested in the budget for thc PCD's will be spent completing these initial activities.

Specific requests appear in the budget to support all recruitment materials and activities

including communication and copying. A request for office supplies will assist in

supporting the development of all recruitment materials, application forms, and initial

project correspondence. The budget also requests the support of a secretary at .33 FTE to

assist in all clerical aspects of the project. Please refer to Figure I for detailed
information on activities, timelines, personnel responsibilities, and projected completion

dates.

Qbiecjive Two: To reerult- and fund five (S) full-tinmand seven (I) nart-time traineei

This objective focuses on recruitment of four groups of individuals: (I)

bilingual/bicultural applicants; (2) monolingual/monocultural applicants interested in

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Part III Section D

Component (d)

Evaluation Plan

(10 points)

The Secretary reviews each application to determine

the quality of the evaluation plan for the project,

including the extent to which the applicant's methods of

evaluation:

(1) Are appropriate for the project;

(2) To the extent possible, are objective and produce

data that are quantifiable, including, but not

limited to, the number of trainees graduated and

hired; and

(3) Provide evidence that evaluation data and student

follow-up data are systematically coll:tcted and

used to modify and improve the program.
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(d) EVALUATION PLAN (10 points)

The proposal must include an evaluation plan which

clearly addresses the overall purpose and the specific

objectives. As a general rule, both formative evaluation

and summative evaluation measures should be included.

Formative evaluation procedures will provide information

about the quality of the ongoing program. This information

will provide feedback to project staff who may make changes

as required. The summative evaluation measures assess

program qualities in a more global way and provide

information as to the effectiveness of the program in

meeting its overall purpose. This latter type of

evaluation should collect on-going data all along but is

typically summarized at the end of a period, such as

annually or at the grants termination. (Some sample

evaluation questions are found in Appendix III.D.1.)

Following are some guidelines which will assist in

developing your evaluation section.

1. Identify the major components of your project

which will need evaluation. This can be done by

looking at your objectives and identifying

sub-parts. The following are examples of items

which might be part of an evaluation system.
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o Coursework in the core of the program.

o Coursework in summer institute or weekend short

courses.

o Tracking procedures in job placement.

o Recruitment procedures or trainee selection.

o Funding of targeted groups.

2. Take each heading which is appropriate for your

proposal and identify the major evaluation concern

for that specific heading. For example, your

emphasis on the major area of recruitment

procedures or trainee selection might read like

the following:

Evaluation Concern. All agencies, LEA/s and

organizations which would be instrumental in

informing appropriate applicants, must be notified

of the project; appropriate procedures must be

outlined to produce adequate numbers of qualified

applicants for screening and acceptance in the the

project

Prom the above statement it is possible to identify

measurement strategies and evaluation questions.
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Table III.D.1

Measurement Strategies: To answer the evaluation
concerns in the recruitment component, a number of
measurement strategies will be employed.

1. Data collection regarding program announcements,
telephone contacts, announcements at conferences,
and in graduate classes

. Accounting the number of applications received,
number of applicants accepted, and number of
applicants on waiting list.

. Demographic information including number of
students enrolled, number of new students, types
of present position employment, numbers from urban
and rural areas, and numbers of underrepresented
groups.

Application reviews or interviews to determine how
they were informed of the program, number of
courses to be enrolled in each semester,
occupational goals, and anticipated completion
date of training.

Specific evaluation questions can be developed for

each component identified based on the identified

measurement strategies. The entire set of evaluation

questions can be included in the appendices of your

proposal or, if fairly concise, they can constitute the

final section of your.narrative. Table III.D.1. contains

sample questions which reflect the evaluation concerns and

the measurement strategies outlined.
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This type of information should be provided for each

major component of the project to be evaluated. The

example of the evaluation questions also provides other

important questions for your proposal readers.

1. What is the instrument or data source from which

you will draw your information?

2. Who are the personnel responsible for gathering the

data?

3. At what point will the data be gathered?

This appended information provides a great deal of data for

your proposal and indicates that you have carefully planned

this aspect of your evaluation.

If you are using specific instruments to assess any

aspect of your program or to assess trainees, that

instrument should be referenced and provided as part of

your supporting information in an appendix. If it is a

well known instrument and it is bulky or exDensive, then

reference the instrument or provide a few sample pages.

Your evuluation plan should reflect how data gathered

will be used to modify and improve your program. This may

be done by establishing decision dates, when selected

evaluation data will be analyzec., reviewed, and considered
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in making program adjustments. If you have an advisory

committee and project staff can assist in this process.

You may also wish to consider using target trainees in this

process.
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Sample Evaluation Questions
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I. RECRUITMENT PROCEDURES/TRAINEE SELECTION
Evaluation Questions

EVALUATION QUESTIONS

How many recruitment activities
took place?

INSTRUMENT/
DATA SOURCE

.

Project Records

°PROJECT
PERSONNEL

RESPONSIBLE

PO/CY

DATA
COLLECTION

POINTS

Each iemester

2. Where/how did students bear about
program?

Program Application/
Screening Packet

PD/CV Each Semester

How many inquiries were received? Log PD/CV Each Semester

What are trainee reasons for
enrolling?

Application/Screening
Packet

PD/CV Each Semester

. How many students applied to the

program?

Application/Screening
Packet

Each Semester

- What is the Ethnicity and Application/Screening PD/CV Each Semester

Bilingual/Bicultural background of
applicants?

Packet

7. How many students were accepted to
the program?

Application/Screening
Packet

PD/CV Each Semester

IL What is the bilingual/monolingual
ratio of students accepted?

Class List PD/CV Each semester

9. How many students refused
acceptance?

Refusal List PD/CV Each Semester

10. Why did students refuse
acceptance?

Phone Conversation PD/CV Each Semester

11. What type of previous preparation
do students have?

Application/Screening .PD/CV Each Semester

12. How many members of
under-represented groups
accepted/carolled?

Demographic Data
Application/Screening
Packet Class List

PD/CV Each Semester

13. Was there en adequate balance of
urban/rural applicants?

Application/Screening
Packet

PD/CV Each Semester

rhpugh PDS (Project Co-Directors) appears in some columns, the overall reiponsibility

r evaluation has been assigned to UAME.
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Component (e)

Budget and Cost Effectiveness

(10 points)

(1) The Budget for This Project is Adequate to Support

the Project Activities

(2) Costs are Reasonable in Relation to the Objectives

of the Project

(3) The Applicant Presents Appropriate Plans f ,r the

Institutionalization of Federally Supported

Activities Into Basic Program Operation
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(e) BUDGET AND COST EFFECTIVENESS (10 points)

(1) The Budget for This Project is Adequate to Support

the Project Activities

(2) Costs are Reasonable in Relation to the Objectives

of the Project

Some prof . 'srriters include no specific section for

this heading ol ,,as,e two subheadii,gs. They tend to

believe that the budget detail and budget justification

sections address this topic adequately. However, it is

easy to include this heading, as well as the subheadings,

and provide the reader with a summary paragraph which

points out that the budget detail and budget justification

clearly support the overall project goal and the specific

objectives of the project. Refer the readers once more to

the chart which includes all information on objectives,

activities, timelines, and resource allocations. You might

provide a summary statement of how much of the budget

provides support to students (if you have requested a great

deal of support in this area), or a statement which

highlights another feature of your proposal. This would be

an appropriate place to highlight the in-kind contributions

of your institution or another agency,
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Reviewers of your proposal are instructed to consider
two specific aspects of the proposed budget. First,
have you requested adequate funds to support your
project? And, second, are costs reasonable for the
benefits which are expected as a result of the
funding.

(3) The Applicant Presents Appropriate Plans for the

Institutionalization of Federally Supported

Activities into Basic Program Operation

The proposal must include long-range plans which

indicate how the proposed program will function when

federal funds are no longer provided. This ensures that

programs initiated with outside support will continue

beyond the final funding date of a specific award.

Provision of such a plan should not be overlooked in the

development of the total proposal.

The following are several ways such assurance might be

provided.

1. It may be documented that the faculty projected as

course instructors for the proposed training

sequence are already on board and that only minimal

support is requested, while they are being released

by the college or university to develop this new

training program. Most of the requested assistance
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might go to funding students, purchase of

instructional materials to up-date basic materials

available, and part-time instructors who might

provide highly specific information not usually

possessed by a single faculty member.

2. It is possible to indicate that existing courses

taught by other faculty will be altered or adapted

over the span of the project to meet the needs of

the proposed training program, thereby serving

existing programs as well as the newly proposed

program. It may be possible to show how courses

existing in other departments provide some support

for your proposed program. Therefore, it is not

necessary for the proposal to support all

instruction required for the proposed program, at

the present or in the future.

3. Your institution may have a history of beginning

programs with federal dollars and then continuing

such programs after termination of federal funds.

A documentation of this procedure would be helpful

when you are requesting support for a new program.
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4. You may outline a specific plan which will be .

implemented when the programs begins. The plan

would include specific information that would

indicate how local education agencies, other

colleges and universities in the area or region,

and the State Education Agency or other agencies or

organizations will be working together to ensure

continuance of the program when federal dollars are

no longer available. The plan could be

strengthened if the proposal contains support

letters or letters of agreements from individuals

who represent a variety of agencies and

organizations.

Part IV of this manual, Budget Development, provides

further process, details forms, and format. Please refer

to that part when developing the Component Budget and Cost

Effectiveness section of your proposal.
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IV

BUDGET DEVELOPMENT

A. Preliminary Information

Appendix

IV.A.1 Data Collection Form

B. Budget Detail

C. Budget Justification

D. Contributed Budget

Appendix

IV.D.1 Possible Items for Contributed Budget and

Justification

E. Federal Budget Forms

Appendix

IV.E.1 Budget Information - Non Construction Programs
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IV. BUDGET DEVELOPMENT

Some grant writers begin with a budget outline and fill

in the details as the written narrative develops. Others

develop a budget which is fairly complete and the narrative

is written to support the budget. This is a matter of

personal preference and successful proposals may result

from either approach. The important factor to remember is

that the budget must clearly support the objectives and

activities which are presented in the narrative. A data

collection form to assist in gathering information to

develop a budget is included in Appendix IV.A.1.
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A. PRELIMINARY INFORMATION

Before constructing a budget it is necessary to collect

information about costs within your own institution.

Specific numbers can be assigned only after the work scope

is determined. The budget should reflect the objectives

and tasks specified in the scope of work.

1. PERSONNEL (alories)

Step 1. Determine which faculty and staff will be
required to complete the tasks.

Step 2. Determine the amount of time Full Time
Equivalent (FTE) each person will commit to
the project (e.g., 20% = .20 FTE).

Step 3. Collect contract salaries for each faculty
and staff member committed to the project.

Step 4. Determine the number of days required on each
faculty and staff member's contract.

2. FRINGE BENEFITS

Step 1. Determine if your college or university has a
negotiated fringe rate with the Office of
Management (or perhaps, a vice president or
the President provides this information). If
so, note the fringe rate.

If a negotiated fringe benefit rate does not
exist, collect information on the rates of
all fringe benefit categdries. Typically
these would include the following and perhaps
some others as well.
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Workman's Compensation Insurance
FICA
Retirement
Health Insurance
Life Insurance
Other fringe benefits such as family

tuition
Waivers or discounts for university

events

Step 2. Determine if the fringe rates vary for
different types of employees. Sometimes
clerical staff have a different fringe rate
than do faculty.

3. TRAVEL

Step 1. Determine the official reimbursement policies
for your institution for the following:

Mileage Reimbursement Rate
Per Diem Rates
Lodging RatE
Policies on taxies, parking at

airports, ground travel, and
transfer costs

You must comply with the travel policies and
reimbursement rates of your college or
university.

Step 2. If you are planning to include a trip to a
local, state, regional or national conference
as part of your work scope, the following
information is required:

Name of Conference
Location of Conference (City) for the

year you plan to attend
Dates you will be attending (Allow for

travel time)
Estimated Airline Fare or other

transportation costs
Estimated #ound travel costs (cost of

travel between the airport and the
conference site)

The approximate cost of registration
for the conference.
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Careful itemization of conference expenses
will improve your chances oZ having this
budget item approved.

Step 3. If local travel to supervise students is part
of the work scope, estimate the number of
miles to the field sites and the number of
trips which will be made to each site.

4. EOUIPMENT

Normally, equipment is not an allowable expense in

training grants. If you are considering requesting

equipment as part of your proposal, it is best to discuss

this item with the contact person at OSERS. If you do

request equipment you should determine the best available

cost, and justify it well.

5. SUPPLIES

In general, this budget line should include primarily

consumable items and instructional materials. It can

include office supplies, instructional supplies, instructor

resources, etc. It is usually necessary to estimate an

average monthly cost if you cannot be sure of the amount of

material needed. As a general rule, this item should not

exceed $1,500 to $2,000. If there are specific supplies

which will be needed, itemize and list the cost of each

item.
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If you are requesting office supplies, $40 to $70 per

month 7 ally covers the costs for these items.

Instructional supplies and resources also require about $40

to $70 per month depending on the scope of work and your

present resources.

6. CONTRACTUAL

This item concerns cost involving subcontracts of some

type. Often, consultants should be included here. (Check

with your university officials to see if they would prefer

having the consultants' line item in the Contractual or

other category.)

Step 1. Determine policies for employing consultants
at your college or university.

Step 2. Contact the individuals you want to use as
consultants and obtain their permission to
function as a consultant if you are funded.

Step . Obtain the fees of people you identify.

Step 4. Determine the cost of travel, lodging, and
per diem for the consliltants.

Step 5. Determine how many days you will use each
consultant.

Step 6. Specify the purpose for each consultant and
state how the consultant will be useth
Define the role and work scope.
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7. OTHER

This section includes all items which do not appear in

other budget lines. This includes copying, film rentals,

tuition waivers, stipends, recruitment costs, communication

costs (postage, telephone, fax, shipping, etc.).

7a. STIPENDS

Step 1. Determine the policies and standards for
awarding stipends and fellowships at your
college or university.

Step 2. Determine the standard amounts for stipends
and fellowships at your college or
university.

Step 3. Determine whether stipends will be awarded
for academic school year only or academic
school year and summer session.

Step 4. Determine how Ittny stipends will be awarded.

7b. Tuition Waivers

Step 1. Determine the tuition costs (per hour) for
in-state and out of state students.

Step 2. Determine college policies on awarding
tuition waivers.

Step 3. Determine whether tuition waivers will be
offered for both academic year and for
summer sessions.

Step 4. Determine how many hours of tuition waivers
will be granted for each student.
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7c. Other Student Support

Textbooks and Supplies. Costs of textbooks for

students may be requested in the proposal. If provision of

textbooks fits in the objectives and work scope of the

proposal, the cost should be carefully specified. Some

projects have allowed a flat amount to cover the cost of

texts and supplies. You might want to have an upper limit,

such as $75 or $100 per semester. Carefully explain what

types of items may be purchased under the text and supply

allowance. It is also possible to purchase texts and then

check them out to students. This type of loan system is

costly in the initial project stages, but it saves money in

the second and third years of the project.

Step 1. Determine which texts are used for each
course in the course sequence.

Step 2. Determine in what order the students will be
tald.ng the courses.

Step 3. Determine the costs of each book and the
number of books needed each semester.

Step 4. Compute the cost of the books needed each
semester.

Student Travel. In some cases it is desirable to

provide travel costs to student for a variety of

activities. If it is necessary to travel long distances

from the campus to practicum and student teaching sites,

reimbursement for mileage may be necessary in order to have

an appropriate site. These can be included in the budget.
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Travel for field trips and local, state, or national

conferences may be appropriate if it is necessary to

fulfill the objectives of the proposa?.. These costs can be

included if adequately justified. It is important to

carefully itemize such requests.

7d. Other Types of Costs

fgnming_gosts. Most projects have duplication

costs. Support may be requested.

Step 1. Estimate the number of copies needed each
month.

Step 2. Determine the per sheet cost charged by
facilities in your college or university.

Rental and purchase of films, video tapes, audio

tapes, and training packages are allowed. In order to have

these items approved it is important to show how the items

will contribute to the workscope and to meeting the

objectives of the proposal. Reviewers are more inclined to

recommend approval of these items when the name of the item

(films, tapes, etc.) is specified and the cost and vendor

provided.

Step 1. Determine the name, cost and source of
films, video tapes, and training packages
you need to complete the work scope and meet
the objectives of the project.
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7e. Recruitment

In most cases some amount of recruitment is necessary

to ensure that your target population is informed about the

opportunity to apply to your program. Several avenues are

available for recruitment including distribution of flyers

to places where prospective students may be located such as

public schools if you are targeting teachers for

retraining, student living quarters if targeting

undergraduates, bulletin boards, student newspapers, campus

radio stations, student organizations, advocacy

organizations, employment offices, unemployment offices,

local newspapers, and the public relations office in your

college or university. It is important to identify

approaches which will ensure that all underrepresented

populations are made aware of the project and funding

opportunities. Many reviewers look very closely at your

recruitment plan. Costs of recruitment can be included in

the budget if a plan for recruitment is presented.

Step 1. Determine what methods and avenues you wish
to use to disseminate information about thc
program and funding opportunities.

Step 2. Determine names and phone numbers of contact
people whom you will use for dissemination of
recruitment information, along with names and
addresses of appropriate agencies and
organizations.
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Step 3. Determine the costs of newspaper ads public
service ads on radio and TV, cost of
desiqnincv and producing flyers, brochures,
posters and cost of mailing flyers, etc.

There may be other costs, depending on the objectives

and work scope of the rroject. Some people are now using

electronic mail to maintain contact with students in the

pro7ram. Others require students to be videotaped as a way

of documen'ang their progress. Some projects have used

still phot gLaphs to document project activities. The

costs in this cztegory depend on the objectives, the

wor"-.scope ane the activities associated with them.
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Sample Budget Data Collection Form
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Appendix IV1.
Budget Data Collection Form

Personnel (Faculty)

Name of person
Contract Salary
Number of days in Contract
Estimated salary increase for next

fiscal year
FTE (in Percent of time) committed

to proposal

Name of person
Contract Salary
Number of days in Contract
Estimated salary increase for

next fiscal year
FTE (in Percent of time) committed

to proposal

Name of person
Contract Salary
Number of days in Contract
Estimated salary increase for

next fiscal year
FTE (in Percent of time) ccmmitted

to proposal

Fringe Benefits

Negotiated Average Rate of College or
University

If there is no negotiated average rate collect
fringe line items for your college or
university

Workmens Compensation (% of salary)
Health Insurance (% of salary)
Life Insurance (% of salary)
FICA (% of salary)
Retirement (% of salary)
Other Benefits (% of salary)



Travel

Allowable mileage rate

Allowable Per Diem

Allowable Lodging

Allowable other travel charges

Supplies

Item/Category
Estimated monthly charges

Item/Category
Estimated monthly charges

Item/Category II
Estimated monthly charges

1

Item/Category
Estimated monthly charges

Item
Number and unit cost

Contractual

Name of Consultant
Purpose of Consultant
Cost of consultant (By Day)
Number of days consultant to be used
Per Diem for consultant
Lodging for consultant
Air Fare for Consultant

Other

Estimated monthly Communication costs
Telephone
Postage
Shipping

Copy and reproduction costs
Monthly charges
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Other (Cont.)

Stipends
Number of students to
receive stipends

Amount of monthly stipend for
each student

Book and supply stipend for
each student

Tuition Waivers
Number of students to receive
tuition waivers

Number of hours of tuition waiver
each student will receive

Number of semesters each student
will receive tuition waiver

Recruitment

Flyers or Brochure
Cost of Design
Per unit cost of printing
Number of units to be printed

Newspaper ads
Newspaper Name
Cost per ad
Number of times ad to run

Newspaper Name
Cost per ad
Number of times ad to run

Other types of costs
Item
Unit Cost
Number of units

Item
Unit Cost
Number of units
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B. BUDGET DETAIL

You are ready to begin the development of your budget

detail once you have gathered the information and have

decided how to allocate the total dollars you plan to

requ_st. The RFP contains the average range of awards for

specific competitions. Most proposal writers use these

estimated figures to guide the overall budget development.

Figure IV,B.1 contains an example of a Budget Detail as it

would be prepared to accompany a proposal.

Develop your budget detail by following the order

presented on the Federal Budget Information form, Section

B, Budget Categories. You begin the budget detail by

presenting your requests for personnel (6a) and fringe

benefits (6b). Please note that two columns are provided.

There is one column for each item expenditure and a column

for the total expenditure in each "Object Class Category."

As can be seen in Figure IV.B.1, separate entries are made

for travel, supplies, contractual and other.

The last page of the Budget Detail (Figure IV.B.1)

shows how the category totals are added together to

determine the Total Direct Costs. There is one more

calculation to make when you have determined the Total
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Direct Costs. To determine the Indirect Cost Total, you

must multiply by 8% (the established rate by the U.S.

Department of Education). This Indirect Cost amount is

added to your Total Direct Cost. This total is reflected

under the heading of Total Charges in Figure IV.B.1.

FIGURE IV.B.1

BUDGET DETAIL

PERSONNEL SALARIES & BENEFITS

Project Director
.20 FTE X $54,000
10 Sumer Research Days X
$54,000/195 DAYS

Project Assistant
$8,000

Secretary
.50 x $17,500

Part time instruction
3 courses x $2,250

ITEM CATEGORY
COSTS TOTALS

$10,800

$ 2,769

$ 8,000

$ 8,750

$ 6,750

TOTAL SALARIES $37,069

*Fringe Benefits @22% of Salaries
Workmens Compensation
Insurance
FIQA
Retirement
Other Benefits

$ 8,155

TOTAL FRINGE BENEFITS $ 8,155
TOTAL SALARIES & BENEFITS $45,224

* Negotiated university rate for both faculty and staff.
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TRAVEL

1 trip to CEC in Washington, DC
for Project Director

Airplane Fare - Round Trip
Per Diem 4 days x $50 per day
Lodging 3 days x $120 per day
Ground travel and transfers

SUPPLIES

Part IV Section B

$880
$200
$360
$ 50

TOTAL TRAVEL $ 1,490

Office supplies
$40 per month x 12 months

Instructional Supplies
$60 per month x 12 months

Instructor Supplies
$50 per month x 12 months

Video tape
20 cassettes x $4.20

$ 480

$ 720

$ 600

84

TOTAL SUPPLIES $1,884

CONTRACTUAL

Consultants
$250 per day x 3 days $ 750
Per Diem 4 days x $30 per day $ 120
Lodging 3 days x $100 per day $ 300
Airplane Fare

$650 per round trip $ 650

TOTAL CONTRACTUAL $1,820

OTHER

Telephone .

Long Distance Charges
$25 per month x 12 months
Phone line costs $20 per month

Student Stipends
10 students x $200 per month
x 12 months

148
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Student Tuition
Academic Year
10 students x 12 hours
2 semesters x $85 per hour $20,400

Summer School Tuition
10 students x 6 hours x $85
per hour $ 5,100

Project Assistant
Academic year
12 hours x 2 semesters x $85
per hour $ 2,040

Project Assistant
Summer school
6 hours x $85 per hour $ 510

Copying
$45 per month x 12 months $ 540

Film Rental
1 day x $70/day 70
1 day x $130 $ 130

Recruitment
Flyers & Brochure $ 400
Newspaper ads
Campus paper - 2 ads x $40 each $ 80
Local Daily 2 ads x $55 $ 110

TOTAL OTHER

TOTAL DIRECT COSTS

INDIRECT COSTS
Total direct Costs x 8%

TOTAL CHARGES

2
149
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C. BUDGET JUSTIFICATION

When you have completed your Budget Detail, you must

then write a narrative (justification) to support the

requests you have made.

The budget justification is extremely important in the

proposal development process. The quality of the

justification often determines the amount of money that is

awarded and whether certain line items are funded. Part of

the secret is to be very detailed and specific when writing

the justification. All budget items should be tied to

project activities, goals, objectives, and scope of work

outlined.

1. PERSONNEL

Project Director

Several factors are important here. First, include

the director's name and degree, as in, Dr. Jane Doe, Ph.D.

Second, make reference to the skills of the director even

though you have already discussed the quality of the key

personnel. Third, specify the exact duties of the

director, such as: "She will be responsible for the overall

administration of the project, including budget management,

supervision of staff, and evaluation. In addition, she
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will teach and assist in the supervision of practicum

students." In this description, it is clear that most of

the work will be completed by the Project Director.

If summer days or extra days during the school year

are requested, it is important to specify why these days

are needed and what tasks will be addressed during the

extra days. When requesting extra compensation for the

regular contract period of the director, specify what

duties or what part of the work scope requires the director

to work outside of the normal contract period.

The time commitment should be stated again as FTE and

also the number of days represented by that Full Time

Equivent (FTE). Review panels like to know that the staff

will be available for enough time to ensure that the

project will be successful.

Caution: Make sure that the justification is written

in such a manner that the duties of other staff members are

also clearly defined. Most of the time the director should

have supervisory duties, report writing, student

advisement, and overall management duties. The director

may also teich, supervise student teaching or perform other

similar duties.
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Clerical/Secretary

Describe the clerical duties which this person will

perform. Include such things as correspondence, management

of project records, management of student records, typing,

and filing. The duties should be consistent with the FTE

you have requested in the budget detail and consistent with

'the work scope of the project.

Other Staff

Staff positions should include the staff members'

names and degrees. Briefly mention unique skills which the

staff member will contribute to the project. These skills

should relate directly to the goals, objectives, and work

scope of the project. Describe specifically the duties of

the staff person. For example, "Dr. John Buck has 11 years

experience testing and designing programs for students with

severe or profound handicaps. He will be responsible for

teaching courses in assessment of students with multiple

handicaps. In addition, Dr. Buck will consult with the

project staff on designing programs for students with

severe or profound handicaps."

Again, specify the amount of time each staff member

will commit and when the work will be done (summer, fall,

spring).



Part IV Section C

2. FRINGE BENEFIT

The Fringe Benefit line refers to the costs the

institution must pay for the employee such as the

university's cost for FICA, Retirement, and Insurance.

Fringe Benefits are handled differently, depending on the

agreement your institution has with the Grants and

Contracts Services and Office of Management and Budget.

Some universities have a negotiated average fringe benefits

rate that is charged against all salaries. If your

institution has such an agreement you may merely state that

"The University has a negotiated average fringe benefits

rate of 25% of salaries." If you do not nave a negotiated

agreement, then each fringe benefit category should be

listed individually with separate percentages and amounts

assigned. You must then multiply the fringe benefit rate

for each item times the salary for each individual. This

process complicates your job, but is required for the

budget process.

3. TRAVEL

Review panels examine travel requests carefully.

Travel can take several different forms, such as travel to

supervise students, travel expenses for students to go to

training sites, travel for students to attend specified

meetings or take specific field trips, and travel to local,

state, regional and national conferences.
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Travel to supervise students

Reasonable mileage costs to supervise student teachers

or practicum students, gain favorable reception. You

should, if possible, specify the anticipated locations

which should have been described in the narrative section

of the proposal, the distance to each site, and the number

of times you anticipate visiting each site.

Student travel to training sites

Reimbursement for student travel can sometimes be

justified, when a project goal is to assist students from

economically disadvantaged areas to obtain a teaching

credential. This should be justified on the grounds of the

cost of traveling to training or practicum sites. The

costs shou:W be specified according to the type of

transportation used. The project might reimburse for

public transportation fares or pay mileage costs for cars.

Travel for specified meetings and field trips

It may be necessary for students to visit certain

field sites as part of the training objectives listed in

the narrative. For example, you might want to have all of

the project staff to visit a modei site which features

programs for children who are tc be impacted by your

training proposal. If the facility is 150 miles away,
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Part IV Section C

costs for use of the college bus may be built into the

budget in order to transport all students. A seminar

scheduled by another university might be appropriate for

your students and reimbursement for mileage might be the

only way your students can afford to attend. Support for

these items can be requested as part of the proposal.,

Careful justification is required and the relationship to

the workscope and objectives must be clearly evident.

Travel to local, state, regional, and national

conferences.

Travel for conferences is often viewed with concern by

many review panels. First, you should specify exactly

which conference you plan to attend. Second, be sure to

list the location and the dates. Third, provide a reason

for attending such as to present a paper describing the

project or to recruit students. The latter reason should

also be part of your recruitment plan in the narrative.

Travel for students to conferences is a legitimate

request if the goals of the travel are consistent with the

goals and objectives of the project. You will improve the

probability of receiving approval for this request if you

tie travel to project objectives and goals.
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Part IV Section C

4. EQUIPMENT

Normally, training grants do not allow for the

purchase of equipment. You should consult OSERS staff

before including a request in your proposal if you have

need for rquipment in order to meet the goals and

objectives of the proposal.

5. SUPPLIES

Supplies are considered to be items which are

consumable or have a very short life span. Supplies

include such items as paper, pencils, transparencies, video

tapes, etc. It may be difficult to arrive at an exact list

and cost for each item. Some reasonable estimate is still

necessary, and some rationale is important for the review

panel.

Some proposal writers have found it useful to break

down supplies into several categories, plus noting any

specific items which can be identified. The categories

might include Office Supplies, Student Supplies,

Instructional Supplies, and Instructor Resources.

Office supplies

Office supplies include those items necessary for the

normal office activities required to conduct the project.

An example of justification for this
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Part IV Section C

item might be, "Funds for office supplies necessary for the

operation of this project are requested. Office supplies

include such items as letterhead, envelopes, typewriter

paper, pencils, typewriter ribbons, word processing

supplies such as printer ribbons, laser cartridges, and

file folders. Past experience suggests that costs average

about $30 per month for a project of this size."

Instructional supplies

Instructional supplies include those items needed to

carry out the instructional objectives of the project.

Some items for this category might include transparencies,

chalk, slide trays (if slides are being developed or

already exist), video tapes, flip charts or camera film to

photograph some type of instructional material. The

justification might be: "Funds are requested for

instructional supplies for instructional activities of the

project. These supplies include such items as overhead

transparencies, slide trays and or visual training

materials to be developed as part of Objective 3, and flip

charts to be used for class presentations."
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Instructor resources

Instructor resources refer to those items needed by

the instructor to develop and present quality instruction.

This might include reference materialsuch as books,

reprints, monographs, unpublished monographs, instructional

material used in school classrooms but needed for

illustration in the college classroom, and graphics used

for illustration. You should only request material that is

not normally available in the university library. It is

helpful to specify the material to be obtained. For

example, "Funds are requested for resource material for

instructor use in the planning and implementation of

courses associated with Objective 4. These materials will

include such things as the Physician Desk Reference,

Dorlands Medical Dictionary, DSM-III-R, The Vineland

Adaptive Behavior Scales, etc. A detailed list of materials

to be considered can be found in Appendix _."

6. CONTRACTUAL

The contractual line allows the inclusion of

subcontracts with a public school district, consultants, or

other third party organizations or agencies which will

receive funds from this project. This might include

agreements with a s.thool district to supervise student

teachers, a consultant to conduct the project evaluation,
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Part IV Section C

or a transportation company to provide buses for field

trips.

The following is an example of justification for

consultant expenses. "Educational Evaluation Services, a

for-profit corporation, has agreed to conduct the

evaluation of this project for the sum of $1,500. They

will review all project records, interview randomly

selected students (minimum of 4 per year), review project

progress 2 times per year and complete written reports two

times per year with an assessment of progress toward

project goals and make recommendations for future

activities. This budget item contributes to meeting

Objective 5, Project Evaluation."

Here is an example of justification for supervision of

student teachers. "The Sunflower Kansas School District

has agreed to release two teachers for a total of 8 half

days per teacher per semester to supervise 2 student

teachers each per semester in exchange for reimbursement of

$800 to cover the cost of hiring substitute teachers. This

budget item will address the need for field based

supervision as specified in Objective 4."
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Part IV Section C

All costs should be carefully specified and tied to

project objectives and activities identified to meet those

objectives.

7. CONSTRUCTION

Construction costs are not normally an allowable

expense on training grants awarded by the Department of

Education.

S. OTHER

The Other category includes all costs not included in

the above categories. This includes student costs, such as

tuition, stipends, books and supplies, communication costs,

non-consumable items such as film purchase and rental, and

development of training materials. Do not include a line

called miscellaneous. A miscellaneous line will not

usually be approved.

Communication costs

Communication costs include long distance phone

charges, postage, shipping, fax costs, and E-mail. The

following is an example of the necessary estimate of

monthly average costs. "Funds are requested for normal

communication costs. This includes such items as postage

(for distribution of recruitment materials and
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Part IV Section C

communication with students), long distance phone charges

(for contacting prospective students, contact with

practicum sites), E-mail (for contact with students as

indicated in Objective 3), Fax costs (for contact with

school districts), etc."

Student costs

Student costs depend on what parts of student expenses

you decide to support. Some projects may cover only the

cost of tuition, while others will address tuition, provide

monthly stipends, and provide funds for books and supplies.

Your decision will depend on the amount of money allowed by

the RFP and by the other project support you rcquest.

Readers always respond positively to a budget which

provides a strong student support component. Though there

is no magic formula, you should consider allocating a

minimum of 20% of your total budget request for student

support. If you are able to develop a training program and

provide a total of 30% to 40% of your total request for

student support, this increases the likelihood of a

positive response from the readers, all other factors being

equal. More of the budget can be allocated to students if

the university covers most of the other costs such as

salaries and supplies. The following are examples of

specific justifications for tuition waivers, student

stipends, and book and supplies.
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Tuition waivers

"Funds are requested for student support for tuition

waivers for the regular academic school year and for the

summer session. During the academic school year waivers

are requested for full tuition for 5 students at $1,440 per

semester for 2 semesters each. Tuition waivers are

requested for 10 part-time students. Each part time

student will be awarded waivers for a maximum of 6 hours

per semester at $120 per hour. For the summer session,

tuition waivers are requested for 20 students for 6 hours

each at $120 per hour."

Student stipends

"Funds are requested to provide stipends of $300 per

month for 12 months to 5 full time students. Stipends of

$400 each for 5 rural students are requested for the summer

session. These funds are required since rural stt,lents

must maintain two households during the summer session,

while they travel to the campus for classes. This stipend

will partially offset the extra expenses incurred by these

students. Objective 6 addresses the need for training for

teachers in rural areas."
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Books and supplies

"The focus of this project is to bring underemployed

or underrepresented individuals into the educational

system. Specifically targeted for recruitment are

educational assistants. The cost of books and supplies

often exceeds the financial resources of these students.

Therefore, funds are requested for the purchase of books

and supplies to be used by students in the project. Books

will be purchased by the project and loaned to students

receiving tuition waivers. University data estimates that

the cost of books and supplies averages about $45 per

course. Each student will be loaned a book for the

duration of the semester and must return it to the project

for use by another student during the next year."

Copying

Funds for copying are after )1 _Lem at many

universities. Funds for some copying costs can be

requested. Copying might be requested for making handouts,

copying tests, copying student papers, and copying project

documents. Normally, $40-$50 per month will cover copying

expenses. At 5 cents per copy, this budget will allow for

the reproduction of 1000 pages.per month.



Part IV Section D

D. CONTRIBUTED BUDGET

You should include information that reflects your

institutional commitment and effort. This is in addition

to the Budget Detail, which specifies what you are

requesting from federal support. Include information about

an agency, organization, or public school which will also

support your effort. A truly collaborative project will

involve contributions of resources from several sources.

One way to provide such information is through the use

of a contributed budget, which specifies the specific

contributions to the project. The following pages provide

an example of the type of items which might be included as

part of a Contributed Budget. In addition, an example of

the Justification of in-kind support is included.
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Possible Items for Contributed Budget and Justification
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NEW MEXICO TRANSITION SPECIALIST TRAINING PROJECT

CONTRIBUTED BUDGET. DETA/L
YEAR 2 - 1992-1993

Additional personnel support from the University

of Mew Mexico Department of Special Education,

and College of Education

Fringe Benefits

Additional equipment, supplies, and other

TOTAL U.N.K. CONTRIBUTED BUDGET

LTATILLIZZARTHZELSZ.MICAUS211

.05 FTE of the three persons from SDE listed

below, for planning, monitoring, and problem-

solving at the state level and with districts

Mileage and per diem for State Department of

Education
(including DVR) to participate in

planning meetings and some training sessions;

'3 people (Pat Putnam in Vocational Education,

Carole Brito in Special Education, and Glen

Damian in Vocational
Rehabilitation) x 5 trips

f 400 average miles x $.25/mile; 5 days per

diem @ $50

Fringe Benefits on Personnel costs

Communication,
duplication, and clerical costs

TOTAL BDE CONTRIBUTED BUDGET

$ 9,250

$ 2,035

$ 9,720

$210005

$ 40500

$ 2,250

$ 990

$ 940

$ 10680

pm imago DEPARTMENT or LABOR

Involvement of local counselors in communities'

planning and transition training sessions;

training by Charles Lehman in delivery of

appropriate occupational information
$ 1,910

Fringe Benefits on Personnel costs
$ 344

Use of extensive library and dissemination of

NMSOICC materials on labor market trends and

employability of groups in various sites $ 2,125

TOTAL D.O.L. CONTRIBUTED BUDGET $ 3,379
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Costs for substitutes for planning meetings and

technical assistance and training visits; 3 full

and 3 half days $35/day substitute rate
7 875

Mileage and per diem for district participants

to participate in summer institutes and initial-

planning meetings; 2 trips x 50 people 0 500

average miles $.25/mile; 5 days per diem each $18,750

Facilities, audiovisual equipment, and office

equipment to be provided for training sessions $ 2,380

Use of audioconveners at outreach sites

(currently approximately 18 conveners exist in

LEAs and RCCs; 15 conveners 0 $1,200 each)

TOTAL LEA/RCC CONTRIBUTED BUDGET

TOTAL CONTRIBUTED BUDGET

$180000

$47e335

ISO'S',
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_

_

3

ETATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION CONTRIBUTION

_

Minkanad

Three Project Coordinators/Assistant
Directors will

contracts thek.: time as part of their respective jobs.

Carole Brito, Tramition Coordinator at the Special Education

Unite and Petrie& Putnam, Handicapped Project Manager within

the Vocational Education Unit, will be critical participants

with the planning, development,
implementation, and evaluation

W.'. all technical assistance and training activities. Glen

Damian, Transition Conrdinetor for DVR, will also be integrally

involved. They viil help with all decision-making and will

prtrvide secments of the training where appropriate and feasible.

In addition, thEir collabovation win. necessarily involve

clerical support from both of their units.
4,500

naligisArinin - 22% of Tote? Personnel
990

=EEL
The Coordinators/Director will neeessarily travel to

districts where initial rrocesn planning, technical

assistance, or training will be occurring. As a result,

their respective units will be incurring travel expenses. 2,250

PiT.M3

S.D.E. involvement through the three coordinators

will mean that the agency incurs expenses beyond ordinary

charges. A minimum amount of contributed telephone,

postage duplication, and SpecialNet charges is listed.

N.X. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR CONTRIBUTION

PERSONNEL

TVo areas of involvement by Depavtment of LaLor

personnel are crucial for project activities. First,

lir. Charles Lehman plans to train the Project Staff, by

demonstration at the first two cluster eite sessions, in

delivery of critical occupational information. Second,

local DOL counselors will be involved as community-level

planning in the transition process occurs.

940

1,910

7RINgE BENEFITS - 18% x Total Personnel
344

HATIERIALS 4 SUPPLIES

The N.M. SOICC develops and distributes a wealth of

information about labor market trends and employment

statistics and literature that will lend great strength to

the transition personnel preparation.
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LOCIL IDOCKTION AGEWCUB & RNOIONAL CINTU commumws

LEM and RCCs vill need to provide substitute teachers

for some of the time their personnel spend in training. In

addition, meetings for needs assessments, dscision-saking,

making arrangements for training, and carrying out training

assignments will be necessary. A minimum level of 3 full

and 3 half days is claimed, at the substitute rate of $35. 7,875

Za MIA
LEA* and RCCs vill be asked to support the training that

must take place at the CNN campus by providing mileage and

per diem expenses. Spread across 12 sites, and noting that

many sites will represent RCC clusters of several districts,

this means that each district will spend an average of less

than $1,500 on travel expenses.
28,750

FACILITIES Mumma=
Local districts or regional cooperatives will be

providing the meeting rooms and audiovisual (and sometimes

office) equipment needed to conduct the training at each

of the cluster sites. In addition, districts und RCCs

will be asked to provide support for distance education

through use of existing, or purchase of new, conveners for

audioconferencing.

18,00"

2,880
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Part IV Section E

E. FEDERAL BUDGET FORMS

The information presented on your Budget Detail must

be transferred to the federal "Budget Information

Non-Constrlction Programs" forms (SF424A). These two

sheets must be completed and placed at the front of your

proposal, immediately following your cover page (Facesheet

-SF424).

The two pages in Appendix IV.E.1 are accompanied by

two pages of instructicns. The amounts for inclusion on

these two pages are der2ved from the figures on your Budget

Detail.
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Appendix IV.E.1

"Budget Information Non-Construction Programs" Forms (8F424A)
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Feelecal Roeister / Vol. 56. No. 216 / Thureduy. November 7. 1991 1 Notices

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE SF 424

This is a standard form used by applicants as a required facesheet for preapplications and applications reibmitted
for Federal assistance. It will be used by Federal agencies toobtain applicant tertification that States which have
established a review and comment procedure in response to Executive Ondex 12372 and have selected the program
to be included in their process, have been givee en opportunity to review the applicant's submission.

Item:

1. Self-explanatory.

2. Date application submitted to Federal agency 4or
State i applicable) & applicant's control number
(if applicable).

3. State use only (if applicable).

4. If this application is to continua or revise an
existing award, enter present Federal identifier
number. If for a new project, leave blank.

5. Legal name of applicant, name of primary
organiestional unit which will undertake the
assistance activitY, complete address of the
applicant, and name and telephone numberof the
person to contact on matters related to this
application.

6. Enter Employer Identification Number (EN) as
assigned by the Internal Revenue Service.

7. Enter the appropriate letter in the space
provided.

8. Check appropriate box and enter appropriate
letter(s) in the space(s) provided.

"New" means a Mew assistance award.
"Continuation" means an extension for an
additional funding/budget period for a project
with a projected completion date.

"Revision" means any change in the Federal
Government's financial obligation or
contingent liability from an existing
obligation.

9. Name of Federal agency from which assistance is
being requested with this application.

10. Use the Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance
number and title of the program under which
assistance is requested.

11. Enter a brief descriptive title of the project. if
more than one program is involved, you should
append an vaptinurtinn on a aspirate shaeL If
appropriate (tag., Mructi. r real aeoperty
projects), attach a map showing project location.
For preapplications, use a separate. sheet to
provide a summary description of this project.

Entry. Item. Entry:

12. List only the largest palitical entities affected
te.g., State, counties, cities).

13. Self-explanatory.

14. List the applicant's Congressional District and
any DistrictLel.affected by this program or project

1.5. Amount requested or to t. e contributed during
the first funding/budget period by each
contributor. Value of in-kind contributions
should be inchided on appropriate lines as
applicable. If the action will result An a dollar
change to an existing award, indicate rift the
amount of the change. For decreases, enclose the
amounts in parentheses. if both basic a.n4
supplemental amounts are inehided, show
breakdown on an attached alma For multiple
program funding, use totals and show breakdown
using lame -categories es item 15.

16. Applicants should contact the State Single Point
of Contact (SPOC) for Federal Executive Order
12372 to determine whether the application is
subject to the State intergeveriunental review
process.

17. This question applies to the applicant argsai-
zation, not the person who signs as the
authorized representative. Categories of debt
irselude delinquent audit disallowances, loans
and taxes.

18 To be signed by the authorized representative of
the Applicant. A copy of the governing body's
.authorization for you ta sign this application as
official representative must be on file in the
applicant's offica. (Certain Federal agencies may
require that this Authorization be submitted as
part of the application.)
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e57218 Federal Register / Vol. H. No. 216 / Thursday, November 7. 1991 / Notices

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE SF-424A

General Instructions
This form is designed so that application can be made
for funds from one or more grant programs. In pre-
paring the budget, adhere to any existing Federal
grantor agency guidelines which prescribe how and
whether budgeted amounts should be eeparately
shown for different functions or activities within the
program. For. some program& grantor agencies may
require budgets to be ups:at/sly shown by function or
activity. For other programs, grantor agencies may
require a breakdown by function or activity. Sections
A,B,C, and D should include budget estimates for the
whole project except when applying for assistance
which requires Federal authorization in annual or
other funding period increments. In the latter case,
Sections A,B, C, and D should provide the budget for
the first budget period (usually a year) and Section E
should present the need for Federal auistance in the
subsequent budget periods. All applications should
contain a breakdown by the object class categories
shown in Lines a-k of Section B.

Section A. Budget Sum
Lines 14, Columns (a) atrira),
For applications pertaining to a single Federal grant
program (Federal Domestic Assistance Catalog
number) and not requiring a functional or activity
breakdown, enter on Line 1 under Column (a) the
catalog program title and the catalog number in
Column (b).

For applications pertaining to a single program
requiring budget amounts by multiple functions or
activities, enter the name of each activity or function
on each line in Column (a), and enter the catalog num-
ber in Column (b). For applications pertaining to mul-
tiple programs where none of the programs require a
breakdown by function or activity, enter the catalog
program title on each line in Column (a) and the
respective catalog number on each line in Column (b).

For applications pertaining to multiple programs
where one or more programs require a breakdown by
function or activity, prepare a separate sheet for each
program requiring the breakdown.. Additional sheets
should be used when one form does not provide
adequate spate for all breakdown of data required
However, when more than one sheet is used, the first
page should provide the summary totals by programs

Lines 14, Columns (c) through (V
For new applications, leave Columns (c) and (d) blank
For each line entry in Columns (a) and (b), enter in
Columns (e). (0, and (g) the appropriate amounts of
funds needed to support the project for the first
funding period (usually a year).

2 3

Lines 1-4, Columns (c) through (g.) ( continued)
For continuing smug program applications, submit

these forms before the end of each funding period as
required by the granter agency. Enter in Columns (c)
and (d) the estimated amounts of funds which will
remain unobligated at the end of the grant funding
period only if the Federal granter agency instructions
provide for this. Otherwise, leave these colemns
blank. Enter in columns (e) suod (n the amounts of
funds needed for the upcoming period. The amount(s)
in Column (g) should be the sum of amounts in
Columns (a) and (f).

For supplemental rano and changes to existing
grants, do not use Columns Cc) and (gi). Enter in
Column (e) the amount of the lActeaS4 or decrease of
Federal funds and enter in Celumn (F) the amount of
the increase or decrease of non-Federal funds. In
Column (g) enter the new total budgeted amount
(Federal and non-Federal) which includes the total
previous authorized budgeted amounts plus or minus,
as appropriate, the amounts shotrn in Columns (e) and
(n. The aminent(s) in Column (g) should not egnal the
sum of amounts in Columns (e) aed (n.

Line 5 Show the totals for all columns used.

Section 13 Budget Categories
In the column headings (1) through (4), enter the titles
of the same programs, ftmetions. and activities shown
on Lines 1-4, Column (a), Section A. When additional
sheets ars prepared for Section A, provide similar
column headings on each sheet. For each program,
function or activity, fill in the total requirements for
funds (both Federal and non-Federel) by object class
categories.

Lines ea-I Show the totals of Lines 6a to 6h in each
column.

Line ej - Show the amount of indirect cost.

Line ek - Enter the total of amounts on Lines 6i and
6j. For all applications for new grants and
continuation grants the total amount in column (3),
Line 6k, should be the same as the total amount shown
in Section A, Column (g), Line 3. For supplemental
grants and changes to grants, the totai amount of the
increase or decrease as shown in Columns (1)-(4), Line
ek should be the same as the sum of the amounts in
Section A, Columns (e) and (0 on Line 5.
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Part V Section A

V. ORDER OF PROPOSAL

The application packet specifies the order of

presentation of forms. The following is the order derived

from direct statements, implied information provided, and

general practice.

11
o Face Sheet (SF424)

The facesheet is placed as the first item of your
proposal

o Abstract

Include a one-page double-spaced abstract
immediately following the Federal Assistance
Facesheet.

o Budget Detail

The Budget Detail information is the "detailed
breakdown of costs for each line item," as found
under Part II of the Budget Information
directions.

Budget Justification

The explanation of your Budget Detail should
follow next.

Contributed Budget and Contributed Budget
Justification

Your institutional commitment and that of other
organizations or agencies can follow in a
contributed budget.
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Part V Section A

o Assurances and Disclosures

The remaining forms should be included in the
order contained in your application packet. At
the top of the first of these forms is a
statement which indicates that "certain of these
assurances may not be applicable to your project
or program. If you have questions, please
contact the awarding agency." If your
institutional representative is not familiar with
these forms, then someone must be responsible for
obtaining information which will ensure
appropriate completion.

o Table of Contents

The next information should be the Table of
Contents which directs the reader through the
remainder of the proposal. In fact, most Table
of Contents also include references to the front
matter, as seen in the example in Appendix G.

After all the front matter is assembled as listed

above, your narrative and appendices follow.
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Part V Section A

A. FACE SHEET

The federal fcrm that comprises the facesheet for your

proposal is, in many ways, the most important page in the

entire document. Your first step is to carefully read the

instructions that accompany the facesheet. The facesheet

is discussed in sections below with more in-depth

explanations. A completed sample facesheet is shown in

Figure V.A.1

Section 1

Items 1-6 are primarily identifying information for

your unit. Item 1 asks about the type of submission. You

would typically check "Non-Construction" under

"Application" on the left. Item 2 is the date you submit

your application which typically is the due date for the

postmark. Item 3 asks for the date received by the state.

Enter this date if you have shared your proposal with your

State Department of Education for review and feedback.
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Fart V Section A

FIGURE V.A.1
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Part V Section A

Leave Item 4 blank.

In the upper right corner, the Applicant Identifier

would be the number your own institution has assigned your

proposal (if any). You would leave the other two numbers

blank, unless your State Department has assigned your

proposal a number.

Under Item 5, type in your institution's name for

"Legal Name." To the right, "Organizational Unit" asks for

your department, college, or ot.ler division name.

"Address" requires your mailing address, including your

county.

Item 6 requires your institution's employer

identification number. Each box should have a digit in it.

Section 2

Items 7-14 ask about the scope of the proposed

project. In the box for Item 7, you are most likely to

type in an "I" (State Institution of Higher Learning) or a

"J" (Private University). Item 8 asks for a check for Type

of Application; you will either be submitting a "New" or

"Continuation" proposal.
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Part V Section A

Item 9 requests the name of the federal agen,..y to

which you are submitting, such as the U.S. Department of

Education. Your RFP will have the agency's name clearly

identified.

Item 10 asks for, or lists for you, the specific

competition number under which the awards are available.

In addition, type in the title of the competition (e.g.,

"Careers in Special Education Personnel Preparation").

You can be creative with Item 11 because this is the

title of your project. Your hard work and planning has led

to development of an innovative, impressive proposal, and

you want your project to be distinctive. Therefore, its

name should be distinctive as well. Many people find that

a name that spells a catchy acronym works well for them.

Item 12 asks for the geographic scope of the project's

impact. If there are numerous communities involved, you

may simply want to state "twenty counties" or "twelve

communities in northeastern part of state".
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Part V Section A

Item 13 requests start and ending dates for your

entire project's duration. In number 14, state the

Congressional districts of (a) your institution, and (b)

your project. As in number 12, you may need to be general

in part (b).

Section 3

The remainder of the items on the facesheet give the

total funding picture and the connection, if any, to the

state. Item 15 asks for all sources of funding to support

your proposed project. Part "(a) Federal" should be the

total dollar figure you are requesting from the agency.

Part (b) is the total contributed amount from your own

institution. Part (c) is the total contributed amount from

the state (e.g., the State Department of Education, the

State Department of Labor, the State Department of Health).

Part "(d) Local" asks for the total contributed amount from

local agencies, such as school districts, special education

cooperatives, or other entities. Part "(e) Other" is for

the amounts contributed by other organilations, and Part

(f) asks you to project income to be taken in by the

project (not usually applicable). Part (g) allows you to

project the total support the project will receive.
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Part V Section A

Item 16 concerns the application's status regarding

State Department review of your proposal prior to

submission, under State Executive Order 12372. This order

does not apply to Personnel Preparation competitions but

does apply to some other types of competitions. Read your

RFP to determine whether your particular award category is

affected by this order.

Item 17 should be "no", but you may want to check with

your comptroller's office to make sure.

Item 18 requires the signature, typed name, title, and

phone number of the person in your institution authorized

to sign off on grant proposals. Identify that person well

in advance and alert him or her that your proposal is

coming, especially if you are approaching the deadline.

NOTE: Many proposal writers find that the best mode

of operation is to complete the budget section,

abstract, facesheet and assurances at least a week in

advance of the deadline so that those pieces can go

through the institutional mill and get back to you

with signatures in time. This allows you a week to

finish all the details on your narrative and

appendices.
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B. ASSURANCES

Part V Section B

The government is obliged to obtain various assurances

from each institution which applies for funding. One

assurance for non-construction programs states that your

agency will comply with all related Federal statutes, such

as Civil Rights statutes, Drug and Alcohol Abuse Acts, fair

labor standards, and other laws. The same person who signs

your cover sheet must sign this multi-item assurance.

A second assurance guarantees several things: federal

funds will not pay for lonying, the key project personnel

are not debarred or suspended, and the institution provides

a drug-free workplace. This form, also, must be signed by

the designated person described above.

Other assurances may be included as well. If spaces

for signatures are identified, make sure that the

appropriate signature is obtained and the assurance makes

its way'into your proposal. Typically these assurances are

found at the end of your budget section or immediately

after the federal budget forms.
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